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ABSTRACT
The understanding of acoustic wave propagation in rocks is critical for seismic inter-
pretation, sonic log analysis and rock and fluid property evaluation. In the 1950’s Maurice
Biot developed a widely accepted set of equations to predict the behavior of acoustic
waves in porous elastic media. Biot’s theory predicts that a second compressional, or
“slow” P-wave mode can occur in such a medium. The observation and behavior of this
slow P-wave mode has stirred much scientific interest since it was originally predicted.
This is due to the fact that slow P-wave behavior offers added insight into the frequency
dependent fluid transport properties of a material, as well as into the frequency dependent
elastic losses, due to coupling between the pore fluid and the rock’s matrix. Such insight is
gained because slow P-wave behavior is inherently dependent upon petrophysical parame-
ters such as permeability, porosity, tortuosity, saturating fluid density, and the saturating
fluid viscosity of the medium. The goals of this thesis were to describe the shock tube
measurements made on porous samples with Biot’s theory, and to relate these measure-
ments to petrophysical properties using the slow P-wave.
In order to achieve these goals, a shock tube was used to acquire acoustic pressure
wave data from naturally occurring sandstone and artificial samples. Natural sandstones
included rocks collected from the Lyons, Fox Hills, Berea and Bentheimer formations; the
artificial sample was an epoxyed glass bead pack. Sample permeabilities ranged from 0.3
mD in the Lyons sandstone to 900 D in the glass bead sample. Porosities of the samples
ranged from just over 9.5% in the Lyons formation to 31% in the glass bead sample.
Experimental results were obtained for air saturated, water saturated, partially water
saturated and fractured samples. The empirical information collected by the pressurev
transducers were interpreted in terms of arrival times as well as pressure amplitudes and
compared to a 1-D Biot model. Such a comparison demonstrates that the model does a sat-
isfactory job of predicting the behavior of the slow and fast P-waves as a function of the
input variables. The model does a poor job predicting reflection coefficients from the top
of the sample and the overall amplitude of the pressure records.
With regard to the physical data, the Biot slow wave was observed in rocks with perme-
abilities down to 200mD in the Berea sandstone. This is the lowest permeability for which
the slow P-wave has been observed in naturally occurring rocks to date. No slow P-wave
was observed in the partially saturated rocks or rocks with permeabilities lower than 200
mD. The shock tube data have shown that the reflection coefficient at the interface
between the water and the top of the sample decreased sharply when the slow P-wave was
present. Further insight into these energy losses should be pursued by developing a model
that more accurately predicts the reflection coefficient as well as by developing a means to
quantify the dissipation in the shock tube’s pore pressure data as a function of depth into
the sample. This behavior can be explained by the Biot critical frequency. The slow P-
wave is diffusive below and propagatory above this frequency, which in turn depends on
petrophysical parameters such as the porosity and permeability of the porous medium. It is
the understanding of these energy losses and their relation to the Biot critical frequency
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Understanding acoustic wave propagation in rocks is definitely not a new subject for
the science of geophysics. Common geophysical applications that require such an under-
standing include, but are not limited to, surface seismic, downhole seismic, borehole
acoustic logging, and borehole imaging. The aims of these various techniques range from
imaging the subsurface to determining petrophysical parameters of the porous rock, which
is essential to many engineering disciplines. Generally speaking, the above is accom-
plished by utilizing a technique known as inversion. A critical step in the inversion pro-
cess is to be able to develop a forward model that can be inverted and compared to the
physical acoustic data. In order to produce such a forward model for the determination of
rock properties a complete understanding of acoustic wave propagation in the porous rock
must be realized. 
A complicating factor in this understanding includes the frequency dependence of
acoustic wave propagation. This is due to the fact that the aforementioned acoustic geo-
physical techniques operate over a broad range of frequencies. Such frequencies range
from as low as 10 Hz in surface seismic up to 1 MHz in the case of borehole image logs.
For this reason, much work has been done to develop theories that describe frequency
dependent acoustic wave propagation in porous rocks. Perhaps the most commonly
accepted of all such theories was developed by Maurice Biot in the 1950’s (Biot 1956a;
Biot 1956b; and Biot 1961). Since its development, many scientists have questioned the
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validity of Biot’s theories. As a result, an abundance of laboratory experiments have been
performed to prove or disprove the results put forth by Biot. Of critical interest for these
experiments was the observation and behavior of the Biot “slow P-wave”.
1.2 Problem Statement
Besides the existence of a fast compressional wave and a shear wave, Biot’s theory pre-
dicted the existence of a third wave mode, often referred to as the compressional slow
wave. The observation of the slow compressional (P-) wave has sparked much curiosity in
recent years. This is due to the fact that slow P-wave behavior offers added insight into the
fluid transport properties of a material as well as in the elastic losses, due to the coupling
between the matrix material and the saturating pore fluid.
Past studies of the Biot slow wave most often involved placing a sample between a
source and receiver, transmitting signals at set frequencies through the sample and record-
ing the results (Gomez Alvarez-Arenas, Elvira Segura and Reira Franco de Sarabia 1995;
Johnson, Plona and Kojima 1994; Johnson, Hemmick and Kojima 1994; Kelder 1997;
Kelder and Smeulders 1997; Nagy 1996; Nagy 1993; Nagy, Bonner and Adler 1995;
Nagy, Bonner and Adler 1995; Plona 1980). Such experiments focused on understanding
the frequency dependence of diffusion and propagation of the slow P-wave, and compared
the results to the theory of Biot. Data collected were typically from artificial porous mate-
rial saturated with a specific fluid or fluids. All of these experiments assumed that the
sample behaved within the linear elastic limits of the rock system.
A more novel method of exciting slow waves in a material is by way of a shock tube.
Such a device induces a normal incident, step-like compressional wave upon a sample.
This input signal contains a large range of frequencies at varying amplitudes and travels
down the shock tube at sonic, transonic or supersonic velocities depending on the experi-
mental configuration. In the field of petrophysical research, much shock tube work has
followed the trend of the aforementioned transceiver studies by investigating the fre-
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quency dependence, velocity, and amplitude of the slow P-wave (Brown, Batzle, Peeters,
Dey-Sakar and Steensma 2000; Brown, Dey-Sekar, Batzle, Tang, McMechan Steensma
and Peeters 2001; Smeulders 1992; van der Grinten; van Dongen and van der Kogel 1987;
van der Grinten; van Dongen and van der Kogel 1985; Van der Grinten, Sniekers, van
Dongen 1988; Wisse 1999). Particular attention has been paid to shock tube experiments
containing rock samples that were fully or partially saturated with water.
Very little experimentation has been done that attempted to solve the inverse problem.
This problem involves determining petrophysical parameters (permeability, tortuosity,
formation factor, effective moduli, etc.) of a sample from time domain measurements,
involving an incident wave made up of many frequencies and amplitudes. Inversion of
such time domain data would be very important if one wanted to make a tool that could
measure the slow P-wave in the field, and be able to use the information gathered to deter-
mine quantitative properties of the rock. Not only would such work give added insight into
how the slow P-wave may be used to characterize rocks, it would also show the bulk effect
of the acoustic loss mechanisms associated with its behavior over a broad frequency spec-
trum.
Additionally, relatively little has been done with regard to an in-depth analysis of the
case when an actual shock wave is incident upon a sample; where non-linear, irreversible,
non-adiabatic processes are evident within the shock tube system. Such processes do not
comply with the assumptions made in Biot theory and would require that an entirely dif-
ferent mathematical model describing such a system to be developed. This work would
have practical applications in both the mining and civil engineering communities where
shock wave interactions with material produced by explosions needs to be better under-
stood.
4
1.3 Thesis approach and outline
For the experiments discussed in this report, a shock tube is used to excite both slow
and fast compressional waves in a core sample. These samples consist of either naturally
occurring rock or in some cases artificial poro-elastic media. Essentially, a shock tube is a
long tube that is sealed at both ends. Initially the tube is separated into two parts by a plas-
tic membrane and one section of the tube is at a pressure significantly greater than the
other section of the tube. Rock samples are placed in the low pressure section of the tube
and when the membrane is ruptured a shock wave propagates down the tube resulting in
one of two things to happen dependent upon the experimental setup. For the case when the
sample is air saturated, the shock wave itself is incident upon the sample but for the case
when the sample is fully or partially water saturated, the shock wave is converted into a
compressional wave at the top of a water column before it is transmitted into the sample.
Pressure transducers are placed along the side or below the sample. The pressure response
resulting from different wave modes in the rock are then recorded. This pressure response
is then compared to existing wave theory, which uses rock parameters that were measured
independently. A schematic of the shock tube used for these experiments may be seen in
Figure 1.1.
5
Figure 1.1 Shock tube apparatus used for the experiments discussed (After Smeulders
1992).
Acoustic wave experiments using the shock tube were performed on an epoxy
cemented glass bead pack, and on natural sandstone samples collected from the Lyons,
Fox Hills, Berea, and Bentheimer formations. These samples had a permeability range of
0.3 milliDarcy (mD) to 900 Darcy (D), and a porosity range of 9 to 31 percent. Experi-
mental results were obtained for air saturated, water saturated and partially air and water
saturated specimens. This experimentation is presented in the following manner:
6
• In chapter 2 an overview of Biot theory is given. This overview includes discus-
sions of some of the recent advances in Biot theory including dynamic permeabil-
ity and frequency dependent acoustic dissipation.
• Chapter 3 introduces the reader to an ideal shock tube theory and the inner work-
ings of a shock tube.
• Chapter 4 discusses the particulars of the shock tube used for the experiments, its 
general configuration and the data acquisition system that was used.
• Chapter 5 explains the actual shock tube experiments performed and the properties 
of the core samples used for experimentation.
• Chapter 6 talks about the characterization of input functions created within the 
shock tube apparatus and how this behavior influences the experiments discussed 
in chapter 5.
• Chapter 7 is a discussion on the 1-D modeling of the shock tube data collected 
using the 1-D Biot model developed at the Technical University of the Netherlands 
at Eindhoven (TU/e).
• Chapter 8 presents processing techniques, the physical results of the experimenta-
tion, and how these results relate to the 1-D Biot modeling discussed in Chapter 7 
and the theory discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.
• Chapter 9 wraps things up by paraphrasing conclusions about the 1-D Biot model-




OVERVIEW OF BIOT THEORY
2.1 Introduction to Biot Theory
In the 1950’s, Maurice Biot developed one of the most comprehensive theories cur-
rently used to describe acoustic wave propagation in poro-elastic media. He did this by
coupling equations describing elastic wave propagation and fluid flow (Biot 1956a; Biot
1956b). The contribution of this theory is that it allows for the movement of a saturating
fluid relative to a solid frame, hence accounting for the possibility of energy dissipation
due to the viscous fluid coupling to the frame. According to Biot, this attenuation is partic-
ularly dependent on the permeability, pore geometry and frequency dependent mass cou-
pling between the solid’s skeleton and the saturating fluid. This results in a complex
Debye type relaxation process in which the energy loss associated with the apparent mass
of the saturating fluid is included in the imaginary part of the equation and the frequency
dependent flow resistance is included in the real part of the equation (Biot 1956a; Biot
1956b; Biot 1961; Biot 1962; Gist 1994; Hovem and Ingram 1979; Johnson, Toksoz and
Timur 1979a; Johnson, Toksoz and Timur 1979b; Johnson, Hemmick and Kojima 1994;
Johnson and Plona 1994; Johnson, Koplik and Dashen 1987; White 1983).
Biot’s theory predicts the existence of two compressional wave modes. The fast com-
pressional wave is characterized by the simultaneous compression of the pore fluid and
the matrix material and the slow compressional wave is characterized by the out of phase
movement of the pore fluid and the matrix material (Biot 1956a; Biot 1956b; Brown, Bat-
zle, Peeters, Dey Sakar, and Steensma 2000; Brown, Dey-Sakar, Batzle, Tang,
8
McMechan, Steensma and Peeters 2001; Johnson, Plona Scala, Pasierb and Kojima 1982;
Kelder 1997; Kelder and Smeulders 1997; Van der Grinten, Sniekers and van Dongen
1988; Van der Grinten, van Dongen and van der Kogel 1985). This implies that as the slow
P-wave propagates through a rock, the pore fluid expands, resulting in an increase in pore
pressure, and the rock skeleton is forced to relax resulting in a decrease of compressional
strain on the matrix material. 
Given the case when a material is permeable enough to transmit such a pore pressure
pulse, past work by Smeulders and others have shown that the slow wave is diffusive at
low frequencies and propagatory at high frequencies (Biot 1956a; Biot 1956b; Brown,
Batzle, Peeters, Dey Sakar, and Steensma 2000; Brown, Dey-Sakar, Batzle, Tang,
McMechan, Steensma and Peeters 2001; Gist 1994; Kelder 1997; Kelder and Smeulders
1997; Nagy 1996; Nagy 1993; Nagy, Bonner and Laszlo 1995; Smeulders 1992; Wisse
1999). At low frequencies, fluid viscous effects dominate slow P-wave attenuation and at
high frequencies, a rock’s textual effects dominate attenuation. The Biot critical fre-
quency, ωc is the frequency at which viscous and geometry effects have approximately
equal contributions and maximum loss within the saturated rock system occurs. As a
result, it can be shown that the critical frequency is given by the following equation
(Kelder 1997; Nagy 1996; Nagy, Laszlo and Bonner 1990; Smeulders 1992; Wisse 1999):
Where η is the kinematic viscosity, φo is the porosity, ρf is the fluid density, k is the steady
state permeability and α  is the tortuosity which is partly dependent on the high fre-
quency limit of the slow compressional wave velocity (Hovem and Ingram 1979; Smeul-
ders 1992). From the above it should be apparent that the Biot slow P-wave is a true fluid
wave and it’s behavior is not only inherently related to the steady state permeability of the







For example, observations show that the slow compressional wave always has a veloc-
ity slower than the compressional velocity of the pore fluid (Johnson, Plona, Scala, Pasi-
erb and Kojima 1982; Kelder 1997; Klimentos and McCann 1988; Nagy, Adler, Laszlo
and Bonner 1995; Smeulders 1992; Wisse 1999). This makes intuitive sense because the
slow P-wave velocity can be considered the average velocity of the pore pressure pulse
traveling the tortuous path of the sample’s pore structure. Following this logic, the ratio of
the connate fluid compressional wave velocity to the average slow P-wave velocity should
give an indication of the rock’s tortuosity. Note that a similar argument is made when
determining the Formation Factor in Archie’s equation (Brown 1980; Johnson, Hemmick
and Kojima 1994; Johnson and Plona 1994).
Besides relating slow compressional wave behavior to permeability and other petro-
physical parameters, there has been much interest in whether the presence of the slow P-
wave should be taken into account in the energy balance of seismic waves. Research has
shown that in the borehole environment where high frequencies (>1kHz) are used as well
as for seismic studies involving unconsolidated materials, incident wave conversion into
the slow P-wave should be considered (Boyle, Chotiros 1992; Brown, Dey-Sakar, Batzle,
Tang, McMechan, Steensma 2000, Cooper, Reiss 1966; Cooper 1967; Frisk 1979; Johnson
and Plona 1982; Kibblewhite, Wu 1994; MacKenzie 1960; Stoll 1977; Stoll, Kan 1981).
This can be demonstrated by observing the reflection losses due to the slow P-wave or the
added effect that the slow P-wave has on the seismic quality factor “Q” when the slow P-
wave is present.
2.2 Outline of Biot’s Theory
The following sections of this chapter will attempt to paraphrase Biot’s work as it was
first published in 1956. This will be accomplished in the same way as he originally
derived the theory by first discussing the concepts of stress and strain in a rock including
fluid pressure and dilatation. We will then move on to discuss the dynamics of the rock
10when the saturating fluid is assumed to be without viscosity. This discussion is relevant to
the shock tube measurements because not only does it show the high frequency limit of
Biot’s theory, it is analogous to shock tube experiments when the shock tube is filled with
air. We will then move on to discuss dynamic relations as they were derived by Biot with
the addition of fluid viscosity. Here the reader will be first introduced to Biot’s equations
in their most general form. After explaining the viscous effects on the stress strain rela-
tionships, we will move on to discuss wave propagation in a fluid saturated poro-elastic
medium without dissipation. In closing we will relate Biot’s general equations to a discus-
sion on frequency dependent propagation of the fast and slow compressional waves when
dissipation is introduced. 
2.2.1 Stress-Strain Relations in a Fluid Saturated Porous Solid Given a volume of a
solid fluid system represented by a cube of unit size, the stress tensor representing this sys-
tem may be broken into two parts. The first part contains the force components acting on











11The second part contains the forces acting on the fluid parts of each face of the cube repre-
sented by the following tensor (Biot 1956a):
The zeros in the above tensor are a result of the fluid not being able to support any shear
forces and the scalar s is proportional to the fluid pressure, p according to the following
(Biot 1956a):
where β is the fraction of fluid per unit cross section. In the above equation β is equivalent
to the more familiar petrophysical property known as porosity, φ defined as:
Where, Vφ is the volume of the pores contained in the sample’s bulk volume Vb. Since we
are interested in fluid flow in the medium, it should be understood that only “effective
















12when the force acting on the fluid is pressure while σx σy σz are positive when the force in
the solid is a tensional force.
Figure 2.1 Cube of unit size made of a porous elastic material. The inter-granular forces
are denoted by τ and σ, the pore pressure by s.
In the entire fluid-solid system, chemical reactions are assumed not to occur. The solid
skeleton is considered to have compressibility and shear rigidity, and the fluid may be
compressed. The deformation of the unit cube is assumed to be completely reversible and
13elastically linear. Given this, we may denote the strain tensor in the solid by the following
(Biot 1956a; Smeulders 1992):
where ux, uy, and uz are the components of the displacement vector of the solid. The dis-
placement vector is defined here as the displacement of the material considered to be uni-
form and averaged over the element (Biot 1956a). 
The strain in the fluid in the tensor seen in Equation 2.05 is described by the following
equation defining the dilatation of the fluid:
where Ux, Uy and Uz make up the average fluid displacement vector defined so that the






















































14In the case of purely isotropic media, the stress strain relations for the solid and the
fluid component respectively may be written (Biot 1956a; Smeulders 1992):
where A, G, and R are generalized elastic coefficients that can be related to measurable
quantities of the rock such as the fluid bulk modulus Kf, the skeletal frame shear modulus
N and to Kb and Ka, which are the jacketed and unjacketed bulk moduli of the skeletal
frame respectively. Assuming homogeneous conditions, the relationship between the elas-
tic coefficients and the measurable quantities of the rock are given by simplified versions
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15where φ is the effective porosity of the material. For comprehensive instructions on how to
preform the tests to gain these measurable rock quantities, refer to Kelder 1997, Smeul-
ders 1992 or Wisse 1999. 
2.2.2 Dynamic Relations in the Absence of Dissipation Consider again our unit cube
of porous elastic medium as seen in Figure 2.1. This cube is assumed to be small relative
to the wavelength of the elastic waves and the size of the pores are assumed small com-
pared to the size of the cube (Biot 1956a). A consequence of this assumption is that the
microscopic velocity pattern is the same as if the fluid were incompressible. This follows
the general logic that a velocity field in compressible fluids approximates that of an
incompressible fluid for obstacles that are small compared to the wavelength of the acous-
tic wave. As a result, the macroscopic flow pattern of the fluid relative to the solid
depends only on the direction of the relative flow and not on its magnitude. This assump-
tion is only valid for a “perfect” fluid meaning that fluid viscosity is neglected, hence dis-
sipation effects resulting from the fluid viscosity are ignored (Biot 1956a).
Given the above assumptions, the microscopic velocity field will be a linear function of



























16“Lagrangian” coordinate system, the six average displacement components of the solid
and fluid may be written respectively as (Biot, 1956a):
Assuming that the poro-elastic material of the unit cube is isotropic, the total kinetic
energy, T of the system per unit volume may be expressed as:
where the densities ρ11, ρ22 and ρ12 are referred to as the mass coefficients which take into
account the fact that the relative flow through the pores is not uniform. In order to better
understand the behavior and significance of the mass coefficients, lets assume that there is
no relative motion between the solid and fluid of the unit cube (Figure 2.1) such that (Biot
1956a):
and Equation 2.12 becomes:
From this one may conclude that the bulk density of the cube, ρ is given by (Biot, 1956a):
The total density of the cube may also be defined in terms of the porosity and the densities
of the individual constituents of the cube such that:
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17and,
where φ is the effective porosity and ρs and ρf are the densities of the solid and fluid
respectively (Wisse, 1999). The coefficient ρ12 is the mass coupling parameter between
the solid and the fluid and it is related to the fluid density in the following way (Wisse,
1999):
where the petrophysical parameter is the tortuosity. This parameter will be discussed
in further detail in Subsection 2.2.4.
In order to discuss the significance of Equation 2.12, it is convenient to consider
motion restricted to the x-direction. Let fx denote the total force acting on the solid part of
the unit cube in the x-direction and Fx the total force acting on the fluid part of the unit
cube in the x-direction. From Lagrange’s equations, the following equations may be writ-
ten where  and  represent the derivitive of  and  with respect to time (Biot,
1956a):
ρ11=(1−φ)ρs-ρ12 Equation 2.15
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∂ ρ12ux ρ22Ux+( ) Fx= =
18The above force components may also be expressed in terms of stress gradients given by
(Biot 1956a):
By substituting Equations 2.19a and 2.19b into Equations 2.18a and 2.18b we arrive at the
following equations (Biot, 1956a):
According to Biot (1956a), it is interesting to note that due to the coupling coefficient,
an acceleration of the solid without average motion of the fluid produces a pressure gradi-
ent in the fluid. It is the apparent inertial mass effect of the fluid on the solid that physi-
cally causes this effect. Additionally, the reader should be reminded that Equations 2.19a
and 2.19b are for forces in the x-direction only. Equivalent equations may also be written
for forces in the y- and z-directions.
2.2.3 Dynamic Relations when Viscous Dissipation is Introduced If we assume a Poi-








































∂ ρ12ux ρ22Ux+( ) etc…,=
19according to Biot (1956a) this flow would then be uniquely determined by six generalized
velocities:
Where the dot over u and U again represent the derivative of u or U with respect to time.
Since dissipation depends only on the relative motion of the fluid relative to the solid
frame, the dissipation function may be written in a homogenous quadratic form using the
six generalized velocities above. This dissipation vanishes when there is no relative
motion of the fluid and the solid. The dissipation function D for the isotropic case is there-
fore (Biot, 1956a):
From Lagrange’s equations, the total forces acting on the fluid and solid parts of the
unit cube, including the dissipation function may be written for the x-direction forces in
the following manner (Biot, 1956a):
In terms of the mass coupling coefficient and the constituent densities of the unit cube,
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∂ ρ11ux ρ12Ux+( ) bo t∂
∂ ux Ux–( )+ fx=
20In the above equations, the coefficient bo is related to the steady state Darcy permeability
k by the following relationship (Biot, 1956a):
where φ is again the effective porosity and η is the viscosity of the saturating fluid. 
In Subsection 2.2.2 we saw that these generalized forces are related to stresses by
Equations 2.19a and 2.19b. Following a similar logic we find that the dynamic equations
in terms of the stress components including dissipation are (Biot 1956a):
Expressing the stresses in terms of the displacement vectors  and , the above rela-
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21Equations 2.24-2.25 are different variations of Biot’s equations in their most general form.
2.2.4 Stiff Frame Limit and Dynamic Permeability As an interesting thought experi-
ment, one can assume that the skeleton of the porous-elastic material being studied is
incompressible. As a result, the skeleton motion can be neglected in the equations. This
rigid frame limit not only reenforces the role of the dissipation term and the added mass
coefficient ρ12, it also allows one to introduce the concept of dynamic permeability. The
concept of dynamic permeability results from the fact that the dissipation function must be
modified due to the inherent frequency dependence of the dissipation process.
The dynamic relations for the fluid motion independent of the skeletal frame can be
obtained from Equation 2.24b and be expressed in terms of a pressure differential in the
following way (Wisse, 1999):
After applying the relationships for the densities found in Equations 2.16 and 2.17 and
rearranging the terms one can arrive at the following equation (Smeulders 1992):
In the above equation tortuosity, which appears as a modification to the accelera-
tion term results from geometric effects of the pore structure in the material. In order to
understand what the tortuosity term represents physically, it is beneficial to view the poro-
elastic system from a macroscopic stand point. Given such a viewpoint, the macroscopic
length scale is related to the wavelength, λ; a scale at which measurable, continuous and































22solved (Wisse 1999). The microstructure of a porous medium on the other hand is gener-
ally characterized by a length scale proportional to the pore size (Smeulders, Eggels, van
Dongen 1992; Wisse 1999). For this reason, the direction of the fluid acceleration on the
micro scale may be different than the macroscopic acceleration direction of the bulk mate-
rial. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2 where the macroscopic flow is assumed to be 1-
dimensional while the microscopic flow can be seen to be at least 2-dimensional. These
two flow fields were related to each other by Smeulders et al. (1992). By using an averag-
ing technique of homogenization, they showed that:
where  is the microscopic potential flow solution,  is the macroscopic velocity of the
fluid, and the curved brackets denote the averaging operator (Smeulders, Eggels, van Don-
gen 1992; Wisse 1999). Physically this means that the tortuosity,  is a dimensionless
quantity that equates to the ratio of the extra distance traveled by microscopic flow and the
straight line distance traveled by the macroscopic flow. For this reason, if one assumes a
pore structure made up of straight cylindrical capillaries, then the microscopic velocity
measured will be the same as the macroscopic velocity, and the tortuosity of such a system











23Figure 2.2 Illustration showing the difference between microscopic and macroscopic flow
in a poro-elastic medium (After Wisse 1999).
Moving on, for the low frequency limit of Equation 2.27 one finds that the acceleration
term vanishes and viscous forces dominate. This results in Darcy’s law for steady-state
fluid flow (Smeulders 1992; Wisse, 1999):
For the high frequency limit of Equation 2.27 we find that the inertia terms dominate over

























24Equations 2.29 and 2.30 only show the momentum equations of the fluid expressed in
terms of the low and high frequency limit. For equation 2.29 we made the low frequency
assumption of Darcy steady-state fluid flow. This assumption ignores all variations in the
microscopic flow until the high frequency limit given by equation 2.30. In Equation 2.30,
tortuosity replaces viscosity as the primary attenuation mechanism. To explain what hap-
pens at the frequencies in between, Johnson et al. (1987) introduced the dynamic perme-
ability term b(ω). For this intermediate frequency range, it is found that the dynamic
permeability is dependent on the connate fluid viscosity, the frequency oscillation of the
system, the connate fluid density and a characteristic length scale (mean diameter) of the
pores. From such a model one can arrive at the following equations (Johnson, Koplik and
Dashen 1987; Smeulders, Eggels and van Dongen 1987; Wisse 1999):
In Equations 2.30 and 2.31 the critical frequency, ωc is the frequency where the tortuosity
effects and viscous effects of the system are equal. Mathematically it is the solution to the
high and low frequency limits of the dynamic permeability when set equal to each other.



















25eter Λ of the material. The viscous skin depth δ, is given by the following equation
(Johnson, Koplik, Dashen 1987):
The remaining variable in the above equations is the universal scaling factor for all porous
media, M. For practical purposes it has been found that this scaling factor can be assumed
to be 1 (Kelder 1997; Wisse 1999).
2.2.5 Equations for Acoustic Wave Propagation, Without Dissipation One can obtain
the Biot equations for dissipation-free elastic wave propagation by substituting Equations
2.08 into the dynamic relations given by Equations 2.19a and 2.19b. After such a substitu-
tion, one obtains the following expressions for the x-direction (Biot 1956a):
The above two equations can also be written for the y- and z-directions resulting in six




























∂ ρ12ux ρ22Ux+( )=
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26Equations 2.34a and 2.34b may be rewritten in the following form:
These six equations for the six unknown components of the displacements of  and
completely characterize the elastic wave propagation in a poro-elastic material (Biot
1956a).
Since it is assumed that the poro-elastic material is statistically isotropic, that the rota-
tional waves are uncoupled from the dilatational waves, and that they obey independent
equations of propagation. This can be shown by applying the div and curl operations
defined the following way:
Defining P=A+2N and taking the divergence of Equations 2.35a and 2.35b yields the fol-
lowing dilatational wave equations (Biot 1956):
From these equations, two dilitational waves become apparent that both involve coupling
between the motion of the fluid and the solid constituents of the poro-elastic material.
Equation 2.35a
Equation 2.35b
div = e div = ε
curl = ψ curl = Ψ
Equation 2.36a
Equation 2.36b
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27By taking the curl of Equations 2.35a and 2.35b we arrive at the equations governing
the behavior of the rotational waves (Biot 1956).
From the above, it is apparent that there is only one type of rotational wave predicted by
Biot’s theory. Since this rotational wave mode is of no concern in this thesis discussion, it
will no longer be considered when deriving any further equations.
2.2.6 Transformation to a Cylindrical Coordinate System Since the experiments in the
shock tube are preformed on a core sample with a length Lo and radius ro it is convenient
to represent the equations presented in terms of a cylindrical coordinate system. After












∂ ρ12ψ ρ22Ψ+( ) 0=
28(1992) showed that Equation 2.24a and Equation 2.24b can be written in terms of a pres-
sure differential for the axial z-direction in the following manner:
In terms of the stress strain relations these equations may also be written (Smeulders
1992):
Where  and  are known as the lateral velocity of the skeleton material and the lateral
fluid velocity at the wall of the porous cylinder respectively (i.e. where r=ro). The factor
Kb+(4/3)G is known as the “constrained modulus” Kp (Smeulders 1992).
2.2.7 Biot Slow and Fast P-Waves Including Dissipation In discussing the waves
defined in Equations 2.36a and 2.36b it is convenient to assume the propagation of a plane
wave parallel with the xy-plane and of normal displacement uz and Uz in the z-direction for
the solid and the fluid respectively. Since we are interested in the frequency effects on the
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29parameters. As a result, from Equations 2.39a and 2.39b it can be shown (Smeulders
1992):
By introducing the inverse squared complex velocity ζ=κ2/ω2 and using Equations
2.40a and 2.40b, one may eliminate  and  from Equations 2.38a and 2.38b. This
results in the following equations in terms of and  (Smeulders 1992):
It should be noted that in the above equation the steady state parameter bo has been
replaced by the variable b(ω), which now describes the frequency dependent interaction
between the fluid and the solid. From Equations 2.41a and 2.41b the dissipation relation
































30Equation 2.42 has two complex roots ζ1 and ζ2 that correspond to the fast and slow P-
waves. The solution to these roots are found by applying the following equation (Kelder
1997):
Given the above equation, Biot (1956) notes that the matrix and fluid velocities have the
same sign for one root and a sign that is opposite for the other root. In other words, one of
the compressional waves has fluid and frame velocities that are in phase and the other has
fluid and frame velocities that are out of phase. The compressional wave with the in-phase
velocities is the fast P-wave and the compressional wave with the out-of-phase velocities
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ELEMENTARY SHOCK TUBE THEORY
3.1 What is a Shock Tube?
Before one can study acoustic wave propagation in poro-elastic media using a shock
tube, one should first understand the basics of the design and physical behavior of a shock
tube. A typical shock tube consists of a long pipe that is closed at both ends. Initially the
apparatus is separated into two sections by a membrane; the lower section of the tube
(driven section) is at relatively low pressure compared to the upper section of the tube
(driver section). For the purposes of this discussion, assume that both sections are filled
with air. This results in an initial tube state with two uniform regions. The parameters in
the low pressure section at the start of the experiment are:
where u is the particle speed of the gas, p is the gas pressure, ρ is gas density and x=0 is
the position of the separating diaphragm as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
When the membrane is ruptured, a compressional wave propagates into the low pres-
sure section of the tube at transonic to hypersonic velocities and a rarefaction wave
expands into the high pressure section of the tube at the velocity of sound as illustrated in
Figure 3.2. After some time both the shock wave and the rarefaction waves will reflect of
the ends of the tube as shown in Figure 3.3.(Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elperin 2001; Bradley
u=uo=0 p=po ρ=ρo for x>0
and the high pressure section:
u=0 p=p3>po ρ=ρ3>ρo for x<0
321962; Whitham 1974; Zel‘dovich and Raizer 1966). The contact surface indicated in Fig-
ures 3.2-3.4 will be discussed in the following section.
Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of conditions in a shock tube before firing.
Figure 3.2 Wave motion in a shock tube shortly after diaphragm burst.
Figure 3.3 Reflected Shock and Expansion Wave.
33Figure 3.4 Typical Space and Time diagram of wave behavior in a shock tube.
3.2 Classic Shock Tube Problem
The changes in thermodynamic properties across a shock front are shown in Figure 3.5.
Around the turn of the 20th century, Rayleigh and Hugoniot showed that this transition is
neither adiabatic nor reversible (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Zel‘dov-
ich and Raizer 1966). Generally speaking, the thickness across the front is no more than a
few mean paths of the gas molecules with respect to the medium ahead of the front. In
other words, it takes little more than four molecular collisions for the gas to adjust to an
equilibrium state after the passing of the shock (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley
1962; Zel‘dovich and Raizer 1966). For these reasons, the shock front may be treated as a
mathematical discontinuity between two states. Some distance away from the transition, it
can be assumed that the physical properties of the medium do not change with time. Using
34this assumption, one arrives at the classic shock Riemann problem (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and
Elpern 2001; Whitham 1974).
Figure 3.5 Variation of physical properties through a shock transition (After Badley,
1962).
Assuming that the shock transition in a shock tube is a discontinuity, conservation laws
for mass, momentum and energy may be derived for the regions outside the shock transi-
tion. Consider the case of replacing the high-pressure section of the shock tube with a
close fitting piston. Suppose that the tube has a cross-sectional area A, and is filled with a
gas at atmospheric pressure. One end of the cylinder is open and the piston seals the other.
If the piston is accelerated into the tube, this motion may be treated as the sum of a large
number of small successive movements. Each of these small movements will result in a
pressure pulse that travels ahead of the piston at sonic velocity.(Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elp-
ern 2001; Bradley 1962)
At the same time, these pressure pulses heat the gas adiabatically. For this reason, the
second pulse will travel faster than the first pulse due to the increased temperature of the
gas. As this process carries on, the sound velocity continues to increase and later pulses
35start to overtake previous pulses as illustrated in Figure 3.6. Since the pulses can not phys-
ically pass one another, eventually a single discontinuity is formed having a velocity inter-
mediate between the speeds of sound in the hot and cold gas. Analogously speaking, the
piston is the contact surface in the shock tube and the discontinuity is the shock wave
(refer to Figures 3.1-3.4 and Figures 3.8-3.9). The contact surface is characterized by con-
tinuities in pressure and gas speed but discontinuities in temperature and entropy. (Ben-
Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Zel‘dovich and Raizer 1966)
Assuming a coordinate system that moves with the piston; if at time, t=0, the piston is
instantaneously accelerated to a constant velocity  in the x direction, then the material
to the right of the piston is also instantaneously accelerated to a velocity  (Figure 3.7).
This acceleration is caused by a shock wave S that instantaneously appears at the face of
the piston and propagates into the material at some finite velocity  that is greater than
. Since  is finite, the material to the left of the shock moves at velocity  and the
material to the right of the shock remains at rest (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001).







Figure 3.7 Shock wave generated by the instantaneous acceleration of a piston where p is
the piston and S is the shock wave. a) Initial state at rest; b) State in unit time after the pis-
ton has acquired a velocity  impulsively; and c) Motion in shock fixed coordinates.
(From Ben-Dor et al, 2001).
Given that  and  are the scalar magnitudes of the vectors  and , after a unit
amount of time, the piston has moved a distance  and the shock a distance . Over
this period of time, the mass of the gas is compressed by the shock from its initial volume
 to resulting in a density change of  to . Assuming conservation
of mass, the following must hold true:
Where m is the mass flux of the material as it passes through the shock front (Ben-Dor,
Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Whitham 1974; Zel‘dovich 1966). An interesting
Equation 3.01
Up
Up Us Us Up
Up Us
AUs A Us Up–( ) ρo ρ
ρoUs ρ Us Up–( ) m= =
37point that should be made about the above equation is that  must always be greater than
. If is equal to  then the density of the material will go to infinity. This is of
course not realistic.
Assuming that po is the initial air pressure and p is the pressure of the air in its com-
pressed state, the piston will apply a driving force (p-po)A to the material causing it to
acquire a momentum per unit time, (poUsA)Up, that is equal to mAUp. Given the conser-
vation of momentum, one may arrive at the following equation (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elp-
ern 2001; Bradley 1962; Whitham 1974; Zel‘dovich 1966).
Since the compressive work that the piston does on the material per unit time is pAU p,
where p is pressure, the energy gained over the unit time is the sum of the kinetic energy,
and the internal energy, . Assuming the conserva-
tion of energy, the following may be written (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley
1962; Whitham 1974; Zel‘dovich 1966):
The above system of equations may easily be re-written using a coordinate system that
is at rest with respect to the shock front. This may be accomplished by subtracting the
shock wave speed Us from the particle speed ahead of the shock (zero) and the particle
speed Up behind the shock giving:
Equation 3.02
Equation 3.03
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38and,
Where uo and u are the relative particle speeds in the material ahead of and behind the
shock front respectively. By substituting Equation 3.04a into Equations 3.01, 3.02, and
3.03, one arrives at what are known as the Rankine-Hugoniot equations (Ben-Dor, Ozer,
and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Whitham 1974; Zel‘dovich 1966):
and,
By eliminating Us and Up from Equations 3.01, 3.02 and 3.03, the laws of conservation
may be reduced to a single equation that is only a function of the variables of state. Substi-
tuting specific volumes vo and v for the densities  and  respectively, where
, one arrives at a fundamental equation in shock tube theory known as the
u = Up - Us Equation 3.04b
























39Hugoniot Equation (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Whitham 1974;
Zel‘dovich 1966):
By eliminating uo or u from Equations 3.05a and 3.05b, one will arrive at another equa-
tion fundamental to shock wave theory known as the Rayleigh Equation (Ben-Dor, Ozer,
and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Whitham 1974; Zel‘dovich 1966)
where  and . If one assumes that the pressure drop across the
front is extremely small then p goes to po, v goes to vo, u goes to uo and the specific
entropy, s will go to so. Given such a scenario, the limit of Equation 3.07 becomes:
where ao is the speed of sound in the undisturbed material and  is the bulk mod-

































403.3 Useful Forms of the Shock Balance equations
Assuming that the initial thermodynamic states of the gas in the shock tube are defined,
Equations 3.05 a, b, c and Equation 3.06 contain five unknowns. One of these unknowns
can be eliminated directly by assuming the ideal gas law and the choice of a suitable
caloric equation of state as shown below:
and,
Where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, h is enthalpy and is the spe-
cific heat ratio (Barrow 1988; Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Whitham
1974; Zel‘dovich 1966).
Due to the nature of measurements in a shock tube, it is generally easier to deal with the
shock transition in terms of phenomena that can easily be quantified. Using the above
equations, one such convenient way to characterize shock strengths is with the ratio of the
two speeds. One such ratio is referred to as the Mach number, M1. This number is defined
as the ratio of the shock speed, Us divided by the speed of sound ahead of the shock front,













41Where ao may be determined using the following:
Using the above relationship, shock jump balance equations relating shock Mach num-
ber to pressure, temperature and density ratios may be determined as found in Table 3.1
(Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Whitham 1974; Zel‘dovich 1966). A
graphical portrayal of such pressure and temperature conditions in a shock tube sometime
before and shortly after triggering may be found in Figure 3.8. Terminology used when
relating a shock’s Mach number to various flow states may be found in Table 3.2.






42Table 3.2 Terminology used when relating a shock’s Mach number to flow states (After
Ben-Dor et al, 2001).
Figure 3.8 Pressure and temperature conditions in a shock tube sometime before and after
triggering. Ordinates are variables of state versus distance x, in the shock tube (After
Zel’dovich et al, 1966).
Incompressible Flow: M<<1
Subsonic Flow: M<1
Transonic Flow: | M-1|<0.4
Supersonic Flow: M > 1
Hypersonic Flow: M >> 1
43When p is known, it is convenient to introduce the concept of shock strength, z:
These equations are derived similarly to the Mach number equations described above.
Shock balance relationships utilizing shock strength may be found in Table 3.3 (Ben-Dor,
Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Whitham 1974; Zel‘dovich 1966).
Table 3.3 Some common Ideal shock front ratio equations utilizing shock strength, z.
3.4 Shock Reflection
Assuming a plane shock of normal incidence upon a plane, rigid wall, the reflection of
a shock off the end of the shock tube wall can also be described. Again, let subscript “o”
refer to the state ahead of the shock and no subscript refer to the state directly behind the
incident shock. Let subscript “4” refer to the state behind the reflected shock. Since we
will now be dealing with an incident shock strength and a reflected shock strength the sub-
scripts “i” and “r” standing for incident and reflected are introduced. Since the incident





44state behind the incident shock front is determined by subtracting Equation 3.14 from
Equation 3.15 as shown below (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Srivas-
tava 1994; Whitham 1999):
and
Since the reflected shock will now have the state behind the incident shock ahead of
itself and the state indicated by subscript “4” behind itself, then the reflected shock
strength zr is equal to (p4-p)/p. Using the same form as Equation 3.14 and making suitable
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45lowing equation (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Srivastava 1994;
Whitham 1999):
After reflection, the gas next to the wall must be at rest; hence u4=0. Additionally, we
know u and a in terms of zi, resulting in a relation for zr in terms of zi as follows (Ben-Dor,
Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Srivastava 1994; Whitham 1999):
This leads to a quadratic for equation zr with a solution (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001;
Bradley 1962; Srivastava 1994; Whitham 1999) where the reflected shock “strength” zr is
equal to:
For weak shocks, the incident shock “strength”, zi goes to zero and the above equation
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46mately twice that of the incident shock. For strong shocks, zi goes to infinity and we have
the reflected shock “strength” zr:
for (air).
In other words, for strong shocks in polyatomic gases, the reflected shock can have a
reflected pressure amplitude up to 8 times greater than that of the incident shock. Similar
derivations can be performed for determining the temperature behind the reflected shock.
If on went through this exercise they would find that for a polyatomic gas such as air, the
reflected shock would have a temperature up to 2.4 times greater than the temperature
behind the incident shock. This is why shock tubes are of great scientific importance; few
other devices are capable of producing such intense temperatures and pressures in such a
short period of time. A graphical representation of the pressure and temperature conditions
after reflection off the end of the shock tube may be seen in Figure 3.9 (Ben-Dor, Ozer,











47Figure 3.9 Pressure and temperature conditions in a shock tube sometime after the shock
front reflects off the end of the shock tube’s end wall. Ordinates are variables of state ver-
sus time (After Zel’dovich et al, 1966).
3.5 Shock Tube Behavioral Deviations from Ideal Theory
Many assumptions are used in the derivation of the ideal theory that may cause it to
break down under real shock tube conditions. These assumptions include:
1) Ideal gas behavior
2) Instantaneous thermal equilibrium across the shock front
3) Body forces such as gravity and electromagnetism are negligible
4) No chemical reactions
5) Instantaneous diaphragm removal
6) Inviscid, adiabatic flow
Assumption 1) should be valid for the experiments discussed in this paper. Such an
assumption, however, would not hold true if the driven section of the shock tube were at
some pressure significantly higher or lower than atmospheric pressure (atm). In cases that
48the pressure is higher than approximately 1 atm, one must modify the equation of state for
the gas. For cases where the driven gas is at a pressure significantly less than 1 atm, things
become even more complicated. Although it has been shown that gases with a pressure as
low as 50 microns of mercury can support a shock wave (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern
2001), such gas behavior is inadequately described by the ideal gas equation for strong
shocks as illustrated in Figure 3.10. This figure shows ideal gas behavior compared to air
filled shock tube cases when the driven section is at or less than a pressure of 1 atm. Note
that the experiments performed for this thesis discussion produced shocks in the 1-1.5
Mach number range. According to Figure 3.10, this is well within the bounds of ideal
shock behavior assuming that the driven (test) section of the shock tube is at atmospheric
pressure. Additionally, Figure 3.10 shows why one should not fire the shock tube with the
driven (test) section of the tube at a pressure less than atmospheric pressure because vari-
ables of state related to the shock quickly begin to behave in an erratic fashion.
49Figure 3.10 a) Temperature (K) vs. shock Mach number for air when po is at or below
atmospheric pressure meaning that for pressures less than 1atm there is a vacuum in the
driven (test) section of the shock tube before firing; and b) Density ratio vs. shock Mach
number for air when po is at or below atmospheric pressure (After Bradley, 1962).
Assumptions 2, 3, and 4 are the most reasonable for these experiments. It has already
been shown that the thickness of the shock front has a magnitude equal to a few mean
paths of molecular movements between collisions in the gas ahead of the front. This
assumption does not break down until conditions exist that deviate from the experiments
discussed in this thesis study. For example, weak shock waves in the atmosphere may
have a shock front thickness of 1 km due to the large number of collisions required to
attain vibrational equilibrium in nitrogen, particularly in the presence of moisture (Ben
Dor, Ozer and Elperin 2001). In the case of strong super sonic and hypersonic shocks, the
ideal gas assumption starts to break down due to increasing ionization and disassociation
50phenomena as already shown in Figure 3.10 (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley
1962; Zel‘dovich 1966). For the same reason, shock reflection theory quickly fails due to
the high pressures and temperatures produced behind the reflecting shock. Assumptions 2,
3, and 4 must also be questioned when different gasses are being used in the driver, and
driven sections of the tube and additional chemical reactions come into play (Ben-Dor,
Ozer, and Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Zel‘dovich 1966). These problems should be of no
concern for the experiments discussed here except, perhaps, for the case of the stronger,
faster ( > Mach 1.3 ) reflected shocks.
As it turns out, assumptions 5 and 6 are the most debatable for the experimental situa-
tion discussed in this paper. Obviously the acceleration of the rupturing diaphragm will
cause additional energy loss not taken into account by the above balance equations. As a
result, there is a finite period of time required for the shock to form and the shock front
will have less strength than predicted by ideal theory (Figure 3.11) (Ben-Dor, Ozer, and
Elpern 2001; Bradley 1962; Zel‘dovich 1966). In fact, bad data points that can only be
attributed to inefficient/inconsistent diaphragm rupturing occured despite the efforts made
to mitigate such a problem. Such efforts included using different plastic diaphragms that
have optimal thickness for the various source pressures used and aligning the polymer
chains in the plastic sheets in a direction that allows the most efficient diaphragm bursting
possible. This bad data points wil be discussed further in later chapters of this thesis.
51Figure 3.11 The variation of shock velocity with distance of travel x, in a shock tube
showing the “Ideal” theory prediction in a) and the actual behavior of the shock wave due
to inefficient diaphragm rupturing and shock tube drag in b) (After Bradley, 1962).
Once the diaphragm ruptures and the shock wave has formed, friction resulting from
the shock tube wall attenuates the shock front and there are heat losses due to heat radiat-
ing off of the shock tube. As a result, assumption 6 does not hold true. In other words, the
invisid flow assumtion is false because there is a viscous drag that can be demonstated in
the shock tube data as illustrated in Figure 3.11. Such attenuation is attributed to the for-
mation of a boundary layer as shown in Figure 3.12. The adiabatic heating assumption
does not hold true due to the radiative heat loss from the wall of the shock tube to the out-
side world.
52Figure 3.12 Flow in a shock tube with real fluid some time after firing. The diagonal
hatchures indicate the boundary layer (After Mirels, 1957).
53CHAPTER 4
SHOCK TUBE CONFIGURATION, DATA ACQUISITION AND PRESSURE DATA 
PROCESSING
4.1 The Shock Tube
The shock tube used for these experiments resides in the Fluid Dynamics Laboratory at
the Technical University of the Netherlands at Eindhoven (TU/e). This shock tube consists
of a vertical pipe with a wall thickness of 24 mm, an inner diameter of 77 mm and a height
of 8 m (Figure 4.1a). Rock samples are inserted in the bottom part and the tube is sealed
air tight. Four pressure transducers can be placed along the side of the shock tube at 5-cm
intervals or at the bottom of the shock tube (Figure 4.1b). A schematic of the shock tube
showing it’s dimensions and different pressure transducer locations may be found in Fig-
ure 4.2. The shock tube may be fired dry or with the sample fully or partially saturated
with de-ionized water and also submerged in di-ionized water. Using different saturating
fluids besides air or de-ionized water may be possible but has not been attempted. This is
in part due to the steel wall of the shock tube that may corrode, especially if it came in
contact with certain materials such as brine.
54Figure 4.1 a) Shock tube used for the experiment described with a person at top for scale;
the diaphragm position is at the person‘s waist in the photo. b) Lower section of shock
tube showing pressure transducer locations; samples sit sealed in the bottom of the tube on
a plate just above the blue base. Pressure transducers along the shock tube’s side can be
placed at 5 cm intervals. Pressure transducers at the shock tube’s base can be placed flush
(coupled) or removed (decoupled) from the sample.
55Figure 4.2 Diagram of shock tube with a sample inserted showing transducer locations
that are possible (After Smeulders 1992).
Before firing, the driver and test sections of the apparatus are separated by a plastic
membrane (Figure 4.2). The driver section can be pressured up to 4 bars (approximately 4
atmospheres) and the test section is left at atmospheric pressure. Such an experimental
configuration is capable of producing shock fronts with a velocity up to approximately
Mach 1.5. Membranes of different strengths are used depending upon the driver pressure
56that is chosen. The polymer chains of the membrane are aligned to allow for the most effi-
cient bursting of the membrane. Passing an electrical current through a copper wire loop in
contact with the plastic ruptures the membrane. The resulting expansive step-like pressure
pulse either propagates through air and directly into the sample or through air, then water
and into the sample depending upon the experimental goal.
The fundamental difference between these two set-ups is that in the first case, a shock
wave is incident upon the sample and non-linear, irreversible, non-adiabatic behavior is
evident within the shock tube system. As a result, the Biot theory can not be used to ade-
quately describe the shock-rock interaction because chemical reactions can not be ignored,
the sample may be behaving outside its linear elastic regime, and turbulent fluid flow
occurs in the sample’s pore space. For the second case, the incident shock is converted to a
compressional wave of the first kind at the air/water interface before hitting the sample,
and the system behaves within the assumptions of the Biot theory.
In addition to being able to shoot the shock tube wet or dry at different source pres-
sures, the pressure transducers may be placed either along the side of the shock tube at 5
cm intervals or placed at the bottom of the shock tube below the sample (Figure 4.2).
When placed at the bottom of the shock tube, two pressure transducers are used, one that
is flush with the sample and one that is 2 mm removed. The purpose of the different trans-
ducer configurations will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
574.2 The Pressure Transducers
The pressure transducers used for these experiments are Kistler 603B quartz pressure
sensors for high frequencies. The technical specifications for these particular transducers
may be found in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Kistler 603 quartz pressure sensor technical specifications.
Before any shock tube experiments can be performed, the pressure transducers must
first be properly calibrated. This calibration is a two step process that consists of finding
the relation between a known applied pressure and transducer voltage output, and the rela-
tion between known input voltage and digitized bits of data recorded.
The pressure-voltage relation is determined for each transducer-Kistler amplifier pair.
The voltage-bit relation is determined for each channel given the different Kistler ampli-
fier sensitivity settings (S). Linear regressions off of these pressure and voltage measure-
Range 0 ... 200 bar
Overload 350 bar
Sensitivity -5.5 pC/bar
Natural Frequency 400 kHz
Linearity < +/- 1% FSO
Acceleration Sensitivity < 0.0001 bar/g
Operating Temperature Range -196 ... 200 oC
Temperature Coefficient of Sensitivity < 2 x 10-4 oC-1
Insulation Resistance > 1013 Ohm
Shock Resistance 10,000 g
Capacitance 10 pF
Weight 1.7 g
Connector, teflon insulator M4x0.35
58ments, which are assumed linear, determine the equations that are used in the pre-
processing procedure described later in this chapter. In order to simplify any sort of raw
data quick look analysis, it is recommended that the transducers are calibrated such that 1
volt (V) transducer output is approximately representative of 1 bar applied pressure. A
sample of such calibration data may be seen in Figure 4.3. Note that the calibration lines
fit just as well for the different sensitivity settings of the pressure transducers’ amplifiers.
In other words, 2V output corresponded approximately to 2 bar applied pressure and so on
up to 5 bar pressure. Additionally, if the Kistler sensitivities were not all the same for a
single shot in the shock tube, the resulting pressures have to be corrected by multiplying
them by the sensitivity at which they were recorded, and dividing by the sensitivity at
which the data are desired. This correction had to be made on some of the data sets col-
lected over the Summer of 1999.
59 
Figure 4.3 Example of pressure transducer calibration plot with line equations and degree
of fit for the 4 pressure transducers used for the Summer of 2000 experiments. Pressure is
in pressure above atmospheric pressure measured in bar. Note the 1 bar to 1 volt relation-
ship. Error bars on the measurements are approximately the size of the symbols.
4.3 The Data Acquisition System
Voltages from the Kistler pressure transducer amplifiers are recorded by a LeCroy
model 6810 waveform recorder. Currently the system has 8 channels available for data
recording. This recorder is driven by a PC running LeCroy CATALYST software. Instruc-
tions on how to run the CATALYST software may be found in Appendix 1. The voltage
versus time wave forms are output to an IEEE FORTRAN binary format and recorded on
the PC’s hard drive. This format is described in greater detail in Appendix 2. If more chan-
nels are required, as was the case for some of the experiments covered in this thesis, the
only other available resource was a 4 channel Tektronix TDS 460 digital oscilloscope.
This oscilloscope was interfaced to a second PC via a National Instruments GPIB card and
60driven by Tektronix developed LabView executable software downloaded from the inter-
net. A photo of the data acquisition system in its entirety may be seen in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4 Data acquisition system used for shock tube experiments during the Summer
2000 experiments.
An important item to note about the LeCroy CATALYST software is that it is out of
date and not very user friendly. Currently, technicians at TU/e are working on developing
National Instruments LabView code to interface a PC and the 6810 Waveform recording
system. This would allow for a much more user friendly data acquisition environment.
Additionally, any processing and visualization software written in LabView at CSM could
then be quickly interfaced with such an acquisition system allowing real time processing
and analysis of the shock tube data in the lab at the time of data collection. This would be
a dramatic improvement over the older system which only allows viewing of the data dur-
ing the period between shots with preset viewing parameters that can not be changed on
the fly. This implies that to effectively do any quick look quality control on any recorded
61data, one has to first go through the processing steps described below. Consequently, bad
shot records are often not identified until well after an experiment is performed.
4.4 Pressure Data Processing Flow
Once the pressure data have been recorded using the above equipment and procedures,
the data must be taken through many processing steps before it can be analyzed. Depend-
ing on when the data were collected, the data must first go through one of two of the spe-
cific procedures described below. Although the specific steps may differ between these
two procedures, the end goal remains the same. For this reason, the individual steps for all
the processing may be generalized and outlined into a flowchart as seen in Figure 4.5. The
main difference between the Summer 1999 and Summer 2000 procedures is how the data
is converted from Binary to ASCII format and when the pressure transducer calibration is
applied.
Figure 4.5 Flow chart illustrating shock tube pressure data processing flow.
624.4.1 Summer 1999 Raw Data to ASCII Format Procedure The data collected over the
Summer of 1999 get converted from binary to ASCII format using 1 of 3 self executing
programs modified by Gelein Steensma from a PASCAL program originally written by
Kees Wisse called DATCONV6.exe. These three programs are called CONV1234.exe,
CONV1254.exe and CONV1534.exe. They require that the four files collected simulta-
neously for any one shot be named PR1_****.raw, PR2_****.raw, PR3_****.raw and
PR4_****.raw, where PR1-4 indicates the pressure transducer that the data was recorded
with and **** is a unique shot identifier. These programs automatically search for files
written with the convention noted above and will convert the raw data format into a space
delimited ASCII file containing 5 columns. The first column is time in milliseconds, and
the remaining 4 columns correspond to the 4 pressure transducer readings, collected over a
single shot converted to units of bar pressure above atmospheric pressure. 
A consequence of applying the pressure transducer calibration before outputting the
ASCII file is that several separate programs had to be written. This is a result of using dif-
ferent combinations of the 4 out of 5 available pressure transducers with four available
recording channels between individual experiments. Steensma designated the pressure
transducers as P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5; three different combinations of these 4 pressure
transducer groups exist dependent upon the experimental setup and each have a conver-
sion program that will transform the raw data to ASCII data and apply the correct P1-P5
voltage to pressure conversion. For example, CONV1254.exe would be used to convert a
shot that recorded data using the P1, P2, P5, and P4 pressure transducers wired to channels
1, 2, 3, and 4 of the LeCroy wave form recorder. Following this example, CONV1234 and
CONV1534 would be used if P1, P2, P3, P4 or P1, P5, P3 and P4 were used on recording
channels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The pressure transducers that were used for any sin-
gle experiment may be found in Steensma’s laboratory notes. A copy of these notes can be
obtained from Professor ir. Max Peeters at the Colorado School of Mines.
63DATCONV6.exe, CONV1234.exe, CONV1254.exe, and CONV1534.exe are available
on the CD-ROM accompanying this thesis.
4.4.2 Summer 2000 Raw Data to ASCII Format Procedure Only 4 pressure transduc-
ers were available during the summer 2000 experiments because one of them was dropped
and broke over the course of the Summer 1999 experiments. This is the main reason why
transducers were swapped around during the Summer 1999 experiments and calibration of
the pressure data is so confusing. Since the data collected over Summer 2000 uses a differ-
ent set of transducer calibration data and a different naming format, a new data conversion
program needed to be written. A Microsoft Visual BASIC program called LECROY.exe
was written with the assistance of Ad Holten, one of the TU/e laboratory technicians, to
replace the PASCAL program originally written by Wisse (1999). Operation of the pro-
gram and use of its Graphical User Interface (GUI) is fairly intuitive after one reviews the
“readme” file accompanying the program. LECROY.exe simply converts the raw data
collected from any one pressure transducer to a two column ASCII format. One column is
time in milliseconds and the second is voltage potential in Volts. Any eight character
name designating a LeCroy 6810 ********.RAW file can be read and converted to ASCII
format using this program.
Since no pressure transducer calibration is done with the LECROY.exe program, the
pressure transducer calibration must be preformed after ASCII conversion using a spread-
sheet or other programming means. A LabView module that reads the raw input and
applies a user selected voltage to pressure conversion is currently under development.
Source code for this module and LECROY.exe are available on the CD-ROM accompany-
ing this thesis.
644.4.3 Common Data Processing Once the data has been converted to ASCII format
and the pressure transducer calibration has been applied, the data require further process-
ing. Problems that still exist in the data are related to the data having different time scales.
These different time scales may be attributed to a number of causes including data record
pre-triggering, different trigger locations, different trigger thresholds, and the selection of
different sampling rates. For this reason, data must be time shifted, resampled or both.
Currently this is done inefficiently using a spreadsheet program. It should be noted that
time shifting and resampling the data is not only important to compare data sets between
experiments, it is also an important step when comparing modeled data to the physical
data.
After the data have been read from binary format, the pressure transducer calibration
has been applied, and the data are normalized with respect to time, they are ready for anal-
ysis. Typical analysis includes picking arrival times and amplitudes of the various wave
modes of interest. At present, this is done by plotting the various data sets in a speadsheet
program and picking values off a plot. From here, velocities and amplitude variations of
the wave modes can be determined and compared to the existing theory. 
Besides amplitude and arrival picking, applying several other processing techniques
may be desired. Such processing may include differentiation of the data with respect to
time, integration under data curves as well as discrete Fourier analysis including determi-
nation of the frequency spectra of the data, filtering, correlation and deconvolution. All of
these processes require windowing the data and applying the desired operators. A discus-
sion on the various techniques that should be used to process data in the future is found in
the following subsection.
4.4.4 Discussion on Advanced Pressure Data Analysis for Future Consideration Gen-
erally speaking, the shock tube data are not unlike other data collected in the geophysical
65and petrophysical communities. This is true to the extent that a stimulus is being applied to
a medium with the objective of predicting how the medium will behave. In order to com-
pletely characterize a material system in this manner, one needs to determine how the
material will respond to each frequency component of an arbitrary input signal. This is
referred to as determining the system’s “frequency response”. Assuming that the material
behaves in a linear, time-invariant manner, this frequency response completely character-
izes the system. If the system behaves in a non-linear, time-variant fashion then the fre-
quency response can only characterize the system under specific conditions.
A variety of methods exist for obtaining the frequency response of a system. The sim-
plest is to feed sinusoids at various frequencies, one at a time, into the system. One then
interprets the amplitude and phase changes at the output of the system. Many people have
applied this method in the past to studying the slow P-wave (Gomez Alvarez-Arenas,
Elvira Segura and Reira Franco de Sarabia 1995; Johnson, Plona and Kojima 1994;
Johnson, Hemmick and Kojima 1994; Kelder 1997; Kelder and Smeulders 1997; Nagy
1996; Nagy 1993; Nagy, Bonner and Adler 1995; Nagy, Bonner and Adler 1995; Plona
1980). This approach however has its restrictions, the greatest being the limited frequency
range and the expense of employing accurate swept frequency oscillators and tracking
generators. 
Another point that should be considered is that sinusoids are not a practical test signal
under many circumstances. This is often the case with geophysical investigations. For
example, exploration seismologists often use a sharp concentration of energy such as an
explosive charge as an input signal. Such an input signal is often referred to as an impulse
and how a system responds to this impulse is termed the “impulse response”. The impulse
response of a system is the time domain equivalent of the same system’s frequency
response.
In a theoretical sense, the impulse above is referred to as a delta function and is defined
as having infinite amplitude, zero width and unit area. The frequency domain equivalent
66of the delta function has unit amplitude at every frequency. Practically speaking, a true
delta function can never be realized as an input because a real impulse has a finite ampli-
tude that must be large enough to cause a response but not so large that it damages the sys-
tem. Additionally, a real world impulse has a non-zero width. As a result, an important
consideration is that this width must be much less than the expected response time of the
system.
In the case of the shock tube experiments, neither a sinusoid nor an impulse is used and
a step function most closely characterizes the input signal. Inputting a step signal into a
system and recording the output determines the “step response” of the system. Such a step
function input is theoretically related to an impulse and sinusoid in many respects. First,
the derivative of a step is an impulse, and for a linear, time-invariant system, the time-
domain derivative of the step response gives the impulse response. The frequency
response is then the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the impulse response of the system.
The relationship of the input and output to the system response may be found in Figure
4.6, where x(t) is the input signal, h(t) is the impulse response, and y(t) is the output signal.
The simplest relationship exists between these terms when they are viewed in terms of the
frequency domain. The frequency domain of the output, Y(f), is equal to the product of the
frequency response, H(f), and the input frequency domain, X(f). The frequency response
can then be determined by acquiring x(t) and the corresponding y(t) and transforming both
to the frequency domain. H(f) is then found by dividing Y(f) by X(f), an operation known
as deconvolution. Caution is advised in this operation since there is often a divide by zero
situation in computing Y(f)/X(f) as was found to be the case when processing the shock
tube data in this manner. This divide by zero situation can be avoided by placing checks
and branches in any analysis code prior to the point of where the divisions take place.
67Figure 4.6 The characterizing parameters of a linear time-invariant system.
From the above discussion, it quickly becomes apparent why one would want to win-
dow parts of the data and apply some of the above FFT analysis techniques. First, in order
to characterize the spectral amplitude of the shock tube data’s input, the derivative of a
windowed part of the input signal is taken. The resultant “pseudo-impulse” is then time
shifted to be zero phase and converted into the frequency domain using a straight forward
FFT. This now gives the frequency spectra of the pseudo-impulse. Second, one takes the
derivative of a windowed section of the rock pressure data with respect to time and arrives
at the system’s “pseudo-impulse response” in the time domain. When the FFT of the
derivative of the rock’s pressure signal is made, one then arrives at the psudo-frequency
response of the system. The result from step 1 (frequency characterization of the input) is
then divided by the result by step two (the psudo-frequency response of the system) in the
frequency domain and one arrives at the true frequency response of the system. 
This process can then be taken a step further to characterize the “Q” of the rock sample.
The quality factor, Q, is a measure of how dissipative a system is. In terms of the relations
presented in Equation 2.44, Q is defined as the real parts of the equation divided by the
imaginary parts of the equation. In terms of the phase delay between the stress and strain,
it is defined in terms of the “loss tangent”, ϕ, where Q is approximately equal to the tan(ϕ)
at any single frequency.
68Since 1/Q is a measure of the fractional loss energy of the system per cycle of a signal’s
single-frequency oscillation over a fixed distance of propagation, there is a tendency for
the shorter wavelengths of the signal to be attenuated more than the longer wavelengths.
For this reason, one can arrive at “Q” using the shock tube data by comparing the ampli-
tude spectra recorded at one depth into the sample with the amplitude spectra recorded at a
different depth into the sample. This is accomplished by using the “spectral ratio” tech-
nique where the slope of the log of the spectral ratio (difference of the two spectra in dB)
known as the logarithmic decrement, θ, is determined and then interpreted in terms of “Q”
(Mavko, Mukerji and Dvorkin, 1998). The relation of Q to θ is found by the following
equation (Johnson, Toksoz 1981):
In an ideal world, this would result in a plot that should resemble Figure 4.7. Note that
the x-axis of this plot is in terms of ω divided by ωc such that the critical frequency corre-
sponds to the spectral frequency of the system exhibiting minimum Q. From this plot it
should be apparent that by determining the critical frequency of the rock system (fre-
quency of minimum Q), one can then solve for petrophysical parameters such as perme-
ability if the other petrophysical parameters in the critical frequency equation (refer to







69Figure 4.7 Illustration of the typical Q response of a standard linear solid in the frequency
domain (After Mavko, Mukerji and Dvorkin 1998).
Currently the windowing of the data is done in a spreadsheet program and all the FFT
analysis is done in Mathematica. This is an extremely tedious process. As a result, only
limited testing of the above processing has been applied to real data with varying success.
The main reason for this is the unavailability of the correct development platform to per-
form such a complex analysis on the data. By now the reader has come across more than
one reference to National Instruments’ LabView software package. After using, consider-
ing and testing many computing languages and software packages presently available
including: Visual Basic and spreadsheets, IDL, Mathematica, Hi-Q, MatLab and LabView
to process the data, it is my conclusion that LabView is best suited for the tasks that need
to be performed. This is true for several reasons: First, LabView was originally designed
as a GUI environment to build data acquisition systems so it can solve many of the current
data acquisition problems. Second, LabView has all the tools available to process the data
using the methods described throughout this chapter. Third, LabView is compatible with
70MatLab so that any modeling developed in MatLab can be driven and analyzed in Lab-
View using Hi-Q script, and fourth, LabView is intuitive, easy to use and lends itself to
object oriented programming. This implies that any LabView GUIs that are developed can
readily be changed or expanded upon through the use of modules that are designed to
accomplish specific tasks. In any case, the perfection and full application of the analysis
techniques describe in this subsection should be considered as an important topic for any
future research and purchasing a license for National Instruments LabView by the Center
for Petrophysics at the Colorado School of Mines should also be strongly considered.
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SHOCK TUBE EXPERIMENTS AND SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS
5.1 Background
The shock tube experimental data discussed in this thesis were collected on two sepa-
rate occasions. The first data set was collected by Dr. Gilein Steensma from 5/11/99
through 7/27/99. The second data set was collected by the author from 5/23/00 through 6/
23/00. All data was collected using the same shock tube apparatus found in the Fluid
Dynamics Research Laboratory (http://www.fluid.tue.nl/) at the Technical University of
the Netherlands, Eindhoven Campus (TU/e). Throughout this thesis I refer to these two
different data collection times as Summer 1999 and Summer 2000 respectively.
5.2 Samples Used in the Experiments
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of the shock tube experimentation was obtaining ade-
quate naturally occurring rock samples. Desired samples were clean sandstones that had a
broad range of permeabilities and porosities. Sandstone samples that were ultimately
selected included Bentheimer, Fox Hills, Berea, Lyons, and an unidentified sandstone of
unknown origin referred to as the “other” sandstone. Additionally, an artificial sample
consisting of epoxyed glass beads was used during the Summer 2000 experiments. Petro-
physical parameters of the samples may be found in Table 5.1, while Table 5.2 shows the
dimensions of the coated and non-coated samples available for the experiments that are
described later in this chapter. Note that the coated samples had an exposed pore condition
at the top and bottom of the sample and that only the sample’s sides were coated to pre-
72vent fluid movement in the transverse direction. For an in-depth discussion of how the
individual petrophysical parameters were independently determined for each of the sam-
ples, refer to Wisse (1999), Kelder (1997), or Smeulders (1992).
Table 5.1 Petrophysical properties of the samples used in the shock tube experiments
Sample Permeability 
(mD)






Lyons 0.32 9.5 4285 2696
Fox Hills 97 24.2 1241 645
Berea 200 19 3670 2170
Other 401 24 3187 2005
Bentheimer 2740 22 ----- -----
Glass Bead 900000 31 ----- -----
Sample Grain Density 
(g/cc)






Lyons 2.65 2 19.26 22.99
Fox Hills 2.48 -- 10.32 24.43
Berea 2.65 2 10.3 15.7
Other 2.64 -- 10.61 12.66
Bentheimer 2.62 2.4-2.9 8 36.5
Glass Bead 2.71 2.7 -- -----
73Table 5.2 Lengths and diameters of individual samples chosen for experimentation.
 In addition to the samples listed above, many other samples were considered. Such
rock samples that were tested came from the USGS core repository at the Denver Federal
Center in Lakewood Colorado, the CSM Mining Department, the CSM Geophysics
Department as well as from outcrops in the Golden, Colorado area. The USGS samples
included Mesa Verde sandstone from North Anderson Canyon, Wyoming; the Mining
Department samples were Navaho Sandstone samples from New Mexico; the sample from
the CSM Geophysics Department was a well sorted sandstone of unknown origin found in
the basement of the CSM Green Center, and local samples came from Dinosaur Ridge and
the Morrison road cut in Morrison, Colorado. For more information about the sandstones
local to the Golden, Colorado area refer to Wiemer (1960); our particular sandstone sam-
ples came from the Upper Muddy Channel Sand and the Upper Jurassic (J) sandstone unit
of the Dakota Formation. 
A special coring bit was also purchased for coring these sandstone samples. The bit has
approximately a 3 inch inner diameter which is ideal for use in the shock tube. This bit is
currently under the care of the CSM Center for Rock Abuse located in the basement of the
CSM Green Center. Nitrogen gas permeameter measurements were made on all samples











Lyons 76 77 36 2, 4, 8, 16
Fox Hills 76 77 48.5 2, 4, 8, 16
Berea 76 77 29.2 N/A
Other 76 77 37 N/A
Bentheimer 76.9 77 29, 40 2, 4, 8, 16
Glass Bead N/A 77 N/A 6
74using equipment owned by the CSM Petroleum Engineering Department. Results are out-
lined in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 Samples that were tested but not chosen for experimentation. Note that the
Green Center sample is a good candidate for future experimentation and is in storage at
the Fluid Dynamics Lab at TU/e.
Although the USGS samples were very clean sandstones, they were too “tight” for our
purposes. Some of the local rocks had permeabilities in the desired 50-250 mD range,
however they were either high in clay content or too poorly sorted and/or poorly
cemented. The Navajo rock was also too “tight” to show any promise of exhibiting the
slow P-wave. The Green Center rock was the most promising. It is a relatively homoge-
nous, clean sample and has a desirable permeability for our studies. However, there was
no time to incorporate this sample into the experiments preformed for this thesis report
and it currently resides at the Fluid Dynamics laboratory at TU/e. Additional rock
resources that should be investigated include a source for the Fountain Bleu sandstone
and/or the Saint Petersburg sandstone. Although many leads were followed, no resources
could be found for obtaining large enough samples of these two sandstones, which have
been studied in great detail for other purposes.




Green Center 767 735
Upper Muddy Channel 
Sand
2730 2700
Mese Verde Sand 17.5 15
Navajo Sand 14 12
Upper J channel sand 119 109
755.3 Shock Tube Experiments, Configuration #1
For these experiments, samples with a length of approximately 35 cm on average and
an approximate diameter of 76 mm were used. A 0.5 mm water filled annulus existed
between the sample and the shock tube wall. For this set-up it is assumed that the annulus
is too small to accommodate guided waves and that the pressure transducers located in the
shock tube wall accurately record the pore pressure of the adjacent sample volume across
the annulus (Smeulders 1992, van der Grinten, van Dongen and van der Kogel 1985,
Wisse 1999). A diagram of this shock tube configuration is depicted in Figure 5.1. Figure
5.2 shows a space-time plot of the wave arrivals expected using this experimental set-up.
The modeled data is from the 1D model that is described in the next chapter. The follow-
ing subsections discuss different experiments performed using this configuration.
Figure 5.1, Schematic of shock tube with transducer “Configuration #1”.
76Figure 5.2 1-D modeled results (refer to Chapter 7) and a space-time plot of the incident,
reflected and transmitted waves considered using experimental configuration type 1. The
incident and reflected P-waves are denoted by I and R respectively. Transmitted Fast and
Slow P-waves are denoted by C1 and C2 respectively. Note that 1-D Modeled curves X =
-10 cm (10 cm above sample) and X=10 cm (10 cm below sample) correspond to pressure
transducers P1 and P2 respectively as indicated in the space time plot.
5.3.1 Water Saturated Experiments, Configuration #1 For this set of experiments, an
open pore boundary existed for all samples, and the samples were 100% saturated with
water. Complete saturation was achieved by first evacuating the sample by pulling a vac-
uum on the shock tube, flushing it with carbon dioxide, re-evacuating the sample and then
flushing it with de-aired water. The water level in the tube is maintained at approximately
110 cm above the base of the shock tube. As a final check for complete saturation,
reflected signals off the top of the sample were checked for consistency in signature.
When samples are not completely water saturated, the reflected signal is strongly attenu-
ated and oscillatory in nature due to the presence of small volumes of gas in the pore space
(Smeulders 1992; van der Grinten, Sniekers, van Dongen 1988). It should be noted that it
77can take one to two days to fully saturate a permeable sample inside the shock tube. Lower
permeability samples (less than100 mD) can take up to a week.
The samples used for the Transducer Configuration #2 experiments may be found in
Table 5.4. This table lists permeability, porosity, and the respective length and diameter of
each sample used with this set-up. Note that a fractured sample of the Berea sandstone was
also used. This was done with the intent of estimating the effect of a fracture on slow P-
wave propagation. The fracture in this sample extended to 7 cm below the sample‘s top
and was aligned in the shock tube in such a way that the pressure transducers were facing
the plane of the fracture. Results for these experiments are discussed in Section 8.3 of
Chapter 8.
Table 5.4 Samples used for fully water saturated experiments with transducer configura-
tion 1.
5.3.2 Partially Water Saturated Experiments, Transducer Configuration #1 Using the
same configuration as seen in Figure 5.1, experiments were also performed on partially
water saturated samples. This was done with the intent of determining whether or not the









Lyons 0.3 9.6 36 76
Fox Hills 97 24 48.5 76
Berea 200 19 29.2 76
Fractured 
Berea
200 19 24.6 76
Other 300 24 37 76
Bentheimer 2740 22 29, 40 76.9
78lected on partially saturated samples of the Berea and Fox Hills sandstone and no slow P-
wave was detected. This is discussed in Section 8.4 of Chapter 8.
A large uncertainty encountered in the partial saturation experiment was in the quantifi-
cation of the gas saturation. An attempt was made to use Archie‘s relationship to deter-
mine this parameter by partially saturating the sample outside the shock tube, measuring
its resistivity, and then inserting it back into the shock tube filled with de-aired water.
However, it was found that this method was too inaccurate for the low gas saturations that
were desired, and too cumbersome for making multiple measurements at varying gas satu-
rations. As a result, the actual gas saturation of the samples in the tube is unknown and
some of the shock tube data collected suggests that bubbles were actually escaping from
the sample at the time of measurement.
Smeulders (1992) employed a superior method of accomplishing the same task. In this
method, the sample is fully saturated in the shock tube with de-aired water using the tech-
nique describe in Section 5.3.1. The sample is then saturated at greater than atmospheric
pressure conditions with water that has been air saturated at similar pressure conditions.
Once circulation of the air saturated water is stopped, pressure is released in the test sec-
tion of the tube and a heterogeneous nucleation of air bubbles occurs within the sample’s
pore structure. The mean bubble size and concentration is then determined utilizing com-
pressibility measurements. This is accomplished by varying the hydrostatic pressure and
determining the change in the height of the water column in the tube with an optical
device. Unfortunately, this was impossible to perform at the time of data collection
because the optical device was not operational. Since the data collected on the partially
saturated samples have an inherent control problem, any further quantitative analysis of
these data will not be discussed. However, an overview of the collected data can be found
in Chapter 8.
795.4 Shock Tube Experiments, Transducer Configuration #2
In the experiments just described using Experimental Configuration #1, the pressure
transducers were along the side of the sample and none of the samples were coated. For
the Configuration #2 setup, the samples were usually coated on the side with an epoxy
resin and tightly fitted into the shock tube. Pressure transducers are in this case only
placed along the shock tube wall above the sample and in the shock tubes’s base plate at
the bottom of the sample. A diagram depicting the lower part of the shock tube set up with
Pressure Transducer Configuration #2 may be seen in Figure 5.3. The 1-D modeled results
for such a configuration and a corresponding space-time plot may be seen in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.3 Diagram of the lower section of the shock tube set up with Transducer Config-
uration #2.
80Figure 5.4 1-D modeled results (refer to Chapter 7) and a space-time plot of the incident,
reflected and transmitted waves considered using experimental Configuration #2. The
incident and reflected P-waves are denoted by I and R respectively. Transmitted Fast and
Slow P-waves are denoted by C1 and C2 respectively. Note that 1-D Modeled curves X =
-10 cm (10 cm above sample) and X=10 cm (10 cm below sample) correspond to pressure
transducers P1 and P3 respectively as indicated in the space time plot.
As previously mentioned in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the fast P-wave is characterized by
an in-phase behavior of the pore pressure and the matrix strain, while the slow P-wave is
characterized by an out-of-phase behavior of the pore pressure and the matrix strain. Up
until now, the experiments discussed only measured pore pressure response in the shock
tube. To be more confident in the picking of the slow P-wave arrivals and to obtain a better
understanding of slow P-wave behavior, it would be convenient to be able to measure both
pore pressure and matrix strain of the sample material. The slow P-wave will manifest
itself in the data as an additional increase in pore pressure partly decoupled from the
matrix strain response.
Experimental Configuration 2 was set up, as depicted in Figure 5.3, in an attempt to
quantify both pore pressure and strain. With this configuration, pressure transducer 3 (P3)
is coupled to the bottom of the sample and should respond to both pore pressure and
81matrix strain. Pressure transducer 4 (P4) is mounted in a well with a depth of 2-mm below
the sample. This transducer should only respond to the pore pressure of a volume at the
bottom of the sample. By subtracting the P4 measurement from the P3 measurement, one
should be able to identify when the rock skeleton and the pore pressure begin to decouple.
Such behavior would be indicative of the slow P-wave arrival with the degree of decou-
pling being dependent upon the critical frequency of the porous material. By using this
configuration to make measurements on a sample subsequently cut down to shorter and
shorter lengths, one should get a much more accurate picture of the transmission and
attenuation of the slow P-wave as a function of distance into the sample. Such data, as
shown already in chapters 2 and 4 of this thesis, can be directly related to the seismic qual-
ity factor “Q”. A photo of the shock tube’s base plate modified for this experimental set up
may be seen in Figure 5.5
Figure 5.5 Photo depicting the flush mounted and 2 mm recessed pressure transducers in
the base plate of the shock tube. Samples are placed on top of these transducers in the
large diameter well seen bored out of the center of the base plate. The shock tube is low-
ered into place by a crane attached to the top of the shock tube’s scaffolding, and is bolted
to the plate through the holes seen around the base plate’s flange.
825.4.1 Water Saturated and Coated Sample Experiments, Configuration #2 For these
experiments a 6 cm long epoxy-cemented glass bead pack and an 8 cm long sample of the
Bentheimer sandstone were used. Samples were jacketed on the cylindrical side with a
rubber coating to an outer diameter of 77 mm and fitted very snugly into the bottom of the
shock tube. The top and the bottom of the samples were not coated and had an exposed
pore condition. The permeability and porosities of the glass bead and Bentheimer sample
are noted in Table 5.1. Results from these experiments are discussed in Subsections 8.5.1
and 8.6.1 of Chapter 8.
5.4.2 Air Saturated Experiments, Transducer Configuration #2 Using Configuration 2,
the shock tube may also be shot dry. Samples with a length of between 2 and 20 cm, and
an outer diameter of 77 mm (including coating) were used in these sets of experiments.
The sample identity and some of their properties may be found in Table 5.5. All of these
samples are jacketed with a plastic coating and fit snugly into the bottom of the shock
tube. Only the top and bottom of the samples have an exposed pore condition. Note that
out of all of the samples portrayed in Table 5.5, only the epoxyed glass bead sample and
the 8 cm Bentheimer sample were used under the fully saturated conditions using Trans-
ducer Configuration #2. This leaves many more samples that could be run fully saturated
with the Configuration #2 setup. After these samples are experimented on, they can be cut
to shorter and shorter lengths. This technique ensures that all pressure transducer measure-
ments are made at the same distance into the sample. A photo of all of the samples that
were used can be found in Figure 5.6. These samples are currently in storage at the TU/e
Fluid Dynamics research facility.




Porosity (%) Permeability (mD) Length (cm)
Bentheimer 22 2740 2, 4, 8
Lyons 9.6 0.3 2
Fox Hills 24 97 2, 4, 8
Glass Bead Pack 31 900000 6.1
84Figure 5.6 Coated samples available for experimentation. L stands for Lyons, F stands for
Fox Hills, B stands for Bentheimer and the GB represents the epoxyed glass bead sample;
the number represents the samples length in cm. Note the corrosion on the B8 sample and
the rust on the shock tube’s base plate seen behind the B8 sample. This is common after
running a saturated sample.
5.5 Additional Experiments
Besides the relatively rare piezoelectric behavior of some rocks, it is normally the fluid
flow that causes the seismo-electric effect. When fluid flows through rock, a streaming
potential is often created. This occurs if the fluid in the rock interacts with the surrounding
matrix material to form an electrochemical double layer. Hydraulic movement within the
rock causes a shearing of this double layer which in turn creates a voltage potential. In
other words, a voltage potential is created because some charges are moved with the fluid
and some remain stationary near the pore wall. The magnitude of this potential is depen-
85dent upon the viscous skin depth of the fluid, δ, (refer to equation 2.33 in subsection 2.2.4)
and the mean pore size diameter, Λ, of the rock skeleton.
In accordance with what has been previously discussed in this thesis, elastic waves are
one of the ways to cause fluid to flow in rocks. When an elastic wave propagates through
a rock, its propagation causes both particle motion in the rock‘s skeleton as well as a pres-
sure gradient within the rock‘s pore structure. This pressure gradient has the potential of
causing fluid to flow. In other words, an elastic wave traveling through a rock may cause
an electric field via an elasto-hydro-electro-kinetic process. When an elastic wave causes
such an electric field, the phenomena is known as the seismo-electric effect.
By now, it should be clear that slow P-wave behavior is inherently tied to the seismo-
electric response. For this reason, attempting to measure such phenomena in the shock
tube experiments seemed to be a logical step in studying the slow P-wave. This was
accomplished by inserting electrodes within a rock sample in an attempt to track the slow
P-wave by its electrical response.
A sample of Berea sandstone was chosen for these experiments. This sample was 76
mm in diameter and 32.5 cm in length. Petrophysical parameters were the same as all of
the other Berea samples described in this chapter. A schematic of the sample may be seen
in Figure 5.7. The internal electrodes were made of platinum and their voltage potential
was recorded on a Tektronix oscilloscope interfaced to a PC via a National Instruments
General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). The oscilloscope was driven by a LabView Mod-
ule obtained from Tecktronix over the Internet. Note that an impermeable boundary as
well as semiconductor strain gauges are also shown in Figure 5.7, which will be described
in the following two subsections. 
86Figure 5.7 Diagram of the sensor placement and location of the impermeable boundary in
the Berea sample used for the seismo-electric and strain experiments.
Data collected with the electrodes were plagued with inconsistencies and results that
were not reproducible. As a consequence, all of the data collected were interpreted as
nothing more than electrical noise. With hindsight, it is now now realized that this experi-
ment was destined to fail. This is due to the fact that the shock tube is a highly conductive
metal pipe connected to ground for safety purposes. In order to be successful, any future
seismo-electric experiments would have to be carried out on samples that are isolated
from any such connections to ground. One way to solve this problem would be to make
the experimental apparatus out of a nonconductive material like pyrex. Presently, such a
pyrex shock tube exists at TU/e with a horizontal configuration. Due to the lack of any
87reproducible data, the seismo-electric experiments will not be discussed further in this the-
sis. The recommendation of the author is that the seismo-electric effect should first be
observed in other lab experiments at CSM before any future seismo-electric shock tube
experiments are planned.
5.5.1 Water Saturated Strain Experiments, Transducer Configuration 1 As previously
mentioned in Section 5.3, it would be advantageous to measure both matrix strain in the
sample as well as pore pressure in order to better pick slow P-wave arrivals. Another
approach to accomplish this goal was attempted by placing small semiconductor strain
gauges into the sample, both coupled and de-coupled from the rock’s skeleton. Coupling
was achieved by gluing the sensors in place with a two-part, half-hour setting epoxy. The
decoupled sensors were not glued in place and left free to move in the hole that was drilled
in the sample for their placement. This configuration may be seen in Figure 5.7. S1-S4 are
the coupled strain gauges and S5-S8 are the decoupled strain gauges. Any changing resis-
tance resulting from stress on the sensors was determined by measuring a change in volt-
age across an active Wheatstone bridge powered by a 10V power supply (refer to Figure
4.4).
As with the electrode data, these data were also plagued with noise and an inconsistent
response. Additionally, there appeared to be much cross-talk between channels of the
strain gauge sensors. This could be attributed to the fact that between the sample and the
data acquisition system, none of the electronics or voltage transmission lines were
shielded. Because no sense could be made out of the internal strain gauge data, it will no
longer be a topic of discussion in this report.
885.5.2 Water Saturated Impermeable Boundary Experiments, Transducer Configuration
1 An impermeable boundary may also be seen in the sample diagram illustrated in Figure
5.7. The idea of this experiment was to track the slow P-wave using the internal platinum
electrodes, the internal semiconductor strain gauges and the external piezoelectric pres-
sure transducers and to observe how it behaved when it encountered the impermeable
boundary. Past work on understanding slow compressional wave behavior suggests that
the slow P-wave will not transmit appreciable energy through such an impermeable
boundary. 
Unfortunately, these data had problems as well. Because the sensor wires could not be
completely sealed where they exited the shock tube, a vacuum could not be pulled on the
shock tube. The consequence of this was that the sample could not be fully saturated with
water. The result was data similar to what is seen in Section 8.4 of Chapter 8. This meant
that no appreciable energy was transmitted into the slow P-wave mode and no slow P-
wave was observed in the data. It is also entirely possible that because the sample was
only partially saturated there was an additional adverse effect on the internal strange
gauge measurements. Because these pressure data sets show nothing of interest, they will
not be discussed any further in this thesis. What has been learned from these experimental
failures, however, is that a means needs to be developed to get signal from a sensor inside
a sample in the shock tube to a data acquisition device without compromising the shock
tube’s vacuum seal. At the same time, the wiring of these sensors must be shielded and
independent of one another, similar to how the pressure transducers are configured.
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SHOCK TUBE INPUT FUNCTION CHARACTERIZATION
6.1 Introduction to Shock Tube Characterization
Characterization of the shock tube is important for many reasons. As already explained
in Chapter 3, non-linear, irreversible, non-adiabatic processes occur within all shock tube
systems. This often leads to a physical behavior that is counterintuitive. For this reason, it
is important to determine what is actually going on in the shock tube system because intu-
ition may lead the observer astray. A good example is when one studies the reflection
coefficient for the air filled case. As described in Chapter 3, the reflected shock amplitude
is always greater than the incident shock wave amplitude. This is a difficult phenomenon
to comprehend.
Other important factors include how well the shock wave is generated and how the
shock wave amplitude changes both as a function of distance into the tube, and as a func-
tion of inefficient diaphragm rupturing. Both of these factors are of the utmost importance
in determining the ultimate amplitude of the incident wave that hits the sample for all
water saturated experiments. Moreover, these factors govern the repeatability of such
experiments. As a result, one should not necessarily expect a linear increase in incident
water P-wave amplitudes with a linear increase in shock tube source pressure. Addition-
ally, studying the shock wave and water column interaction could provide some insight
into why the incident P-wave response seen in the water deviates so greatly from the step
function type signature of the incident shock wave. 
906.2 Shock Wave Characterization
An example of an incident wave data set, using the air saturated artificial glass bead
sample and shock tube configuration described in Section 5.4 of Chapter 5, may be seen in
Figure 6.1. Parameters that can be derived from these pressure records are: incident wave
velocity, reflected wave velocity, incident wave amplitude, reflected wave amplitude, inci-
dent wave frequency content, reflected wave frequency content, and shock wave Mach
number, as a function of source pressure. The calculated curves in Figures 6.2 and Figure
6.3 were modeled by applying the ideal theory discussed in Chapter 3, and a shock tube
modeling “Java applet” developed by David W. Mikolaitis at the University of Florida‘s
Department of Aerospace Engineering, Mechanics and Engineering Science (1997). 
Figure 6.1 Example data set from the air saturated epoxyed glass bead sample. The dis-
tance between these two transducers is 5 cm. P1 is 14 cm above the sample and P2 is 9 cm
above the sample.
916.2.1 Incident Mach Number Characterization By determining the arrival times at P1
and P2 and knowing the distance between the transducers, one can calculate the incident
wave velocity. By taking the ratio of the incident wave velocity with the velocity of sound
in air, the Mach number can be determined. Since the pressure differential between the
driver and driven sections of the tube is known, this pressure differential and correspond-
ing Mach number may then be compared to each other and ideal sock tube theory (refer to
Chapter 3). Figure 6.2 is such a data plot. For the most part, the physical data points fall to
the left of the calculated curve. In other words, the actual Mach number is less than what a
dissipation-free ideal shock tube would produce. This is to be expected because ideal
shock tube theory does not take into account the losses in the shock tube due to inefficient
diaphragm bursting, drag along the shock tube wall, radiative heat losses, etc. Another
interesting point is that the overall trend in the data does not seem to follow the trend pro-
posed by the ideal theory. This is most likely due to the fact that ideal theory assumptions
become less and less valid as shocks approach hypersonic velocities.
92Figure 6.2 Plot of source pressure versus Mach number showing calculated and physical
results. The numbers found after the sample abbreviations in the legend correspond to the
sample lengths seen in Table 5.4
6.2.2 Incident Shock Amplitude as a Function of Source Pressure Figure 6.3 shows a plot
of transducer P1 amplitude as a function of source pressure. In this case, the data collected
seems to follow the theoretical trend quite nicely. Again, as expected, the amplitudes of
the measured values are less than what is calculated by the ideal theory. From Figure 6.3,
the diaphragm bursting effects become more apparent. One example of this is the outlying
data point for a source pressure differential of 3.5 bar for the glass bead sample. It is
apparent that the diaphragm did not rupture correctly resulting in a transducer P1 ampli-
tude that is too low. It is also apparent from the data that the consistency between shots
93seems to lessen as a result of increasing source pressure. This is most likely attributed to
more significant diaphragm effects and non-linear behavior at the higher source pressures.
Figure 6.3 Plot of P1 incident amplitude as a function of source pressure showing both cal-
culated and physical results. Note bad data point for the glass bead sample at source pres-
sure 3.5 bar. The numbers found after the sample abbreviations in the legend correspond
to the sample lengths seen in Table 5.4
For all shots, the transducers were often placed at locations higher or lower in the shock
tube depending on the length of the sample being used. Combining this with the fact that
in a shock tube, stronger shock waves take longer to form and attenuate more quickly may
also explain the increased discrepancy found at the higher source pressure differentials.
This hypothesis is backed up by the fact that in the data, differences between P1 and P2
amplitudes seem to increase with increasing source pressure with P1 having a greater
pressure amplitude than P2 (refer to Figure 6.1). In fact, shock wave pressure responses
changed as much as 0.126 bar over 5 cm for the higher source pressure differentials. This
94is an important fact to consider when choosing the water level for the water saturated
experiments. Having a different water level from one water saturated experiment to the
next may lead to inconsistent amplitudes between data sets that have the same source pres-
sure differential. For all water saturated experiments the water level was maintained at
approximately 110 cm from the shock tube’s base. Whether this is the optimal height to
have the water level in the shock tube is not known and can not be ascertained from the
data that were collected.
As a final observation, incident shock wave pressures may be assumed to follow a lin-
ear trend over the source pressure range used for these experiments. Consequently, it is
highly likely that the incident compressional waves for the water saturated experiments
would show a linear increase in amplitude with increasing source pressure. This will be
further explored in the following section.
6.3 Incident P-Wave Characterization
As already described in Chapter 5, for the case of the water saturated experiments, the
shock wave is converted to a compressional wave at the air-water interface in the shock
tube. The interaction that occurs at this interface is not entirely understood. Very little pub-
lished information exists in which weak shock wave interaction with a water surface in a
shock tube is presented. For this reason, modeled data will not be provided. In any case, it
is very likely that this interaction leads to the signature of the incident compressional wave
in the water seen in Figure 6.7.
In the past, many people have attributed the incident water wave pressure signature as
being a pressure transducer response to a flexual wave mode in the shock tube’s steel wall.
This can not be the case because the same signature is seen in the reflected wave traveling
at the velocity of water. For this reason, the pressure response seen is a true representation
of the pressure response of the input wave that is incident upon the sample. The author
attributes this response to a rebound effect that results from a nonuniform shock wave
95impinging the water surface. In order to test this hypothesis, one could float a thin rigid
disk on top of the water column in an attempt to cancel such a “membrane” effect and then
observe if the pressure response of the incident signal remains the same or changes to a
better representation of a step function.
Figure 6.7 Plot of incident wave arrivals for P1 and P2 for the water saturated Glass Bead
Sample. Note that the incident wave’s signature is quite different than for the air saturated
case. Also note that the two transducers seem to be recording slightly different amplitudes.
The reason for this is not completely understood, as the calibration on the transducers was
checked.
6.3.1 Incident Pressure Amplitudes as a Function of Source Pressure Figure 6.8
shows P1 amplitudes as a function of source pressure for the water saturated glass bead
sample. There are many things that should be noted from these data. First, the data does
96not linearly increase with linear increases in source pressure. From this plot it becomes
more obvious that this is a function of the thickness of the diaphragm being ruptured. For
all data, first the 1 and 1.5 bar combinations were shot with one thickness diaphragm, 2
and 2.5 were shot with another thickness and so on up to 4 bar source pressure. These shot
pairs seem to be grouped in the data. From this it becomes apparent that the one could
determine how a nonlinear change in differential pressure could result in a linear pressure
amplitude response of the incident water compressional wave by combining the proper
source pressure with the proper rupturing diaphragm. Another item that can be noticed in
Figure 6.8 is the pre-trigger that occurred with the 1.5 bar waveform.
Figure 6.8 Incident and reflected pressure amplitudes as a function of differential source
pressure for P1 of the glass bead sample.
Figure 6.9 shows the P1 incident wave’s amplitude as a function of the different source
pressures. Although the data follows a linear trend it is not completely linear. In the future,
97studies should be done that determine the proper source pressure differentials to make this
plot completely linear. Such a study combined with the stacking of individual shot records
made at the same source pressure will make the shock tube input both more predictable
and more consistent for the given source pressures used.
Figure 6.9 Plot of P1 amplitude as a function of source pressure, water saturated glass
bead sample.
6.3.2 Shock Tube Repeatability A necessary step before preforming any sort of error
analysis would be to determine shock tube incident wave repeatability. Due to the fact that
it was considered standard operating procedure during the time of data collection over the
Summers of 1999 and 2000, only one shot was made for each source pressure and sample
combination. This is with the exception of eight consecutive 3 bar shots made on the water
98saturated wired Berea used for the “other” experiments. These 8 data sets are seen in Fig-
ure 6.10.
Figure 6.10 Plot of P1 pressure response for eight consecutive shots with 8 bar source
pressure for the wired Berea sandstone sample.
From Figure 6.10 it can be seen that the incident wave amplitude varies over a range of
0.4 bar for the same input differential. This is unacceptable if data sets are going to be
compared to each other at any given source pressure. The broad range of input amplitudes
is primarily attributed to operator error. In the future, extra care given to the charging of
the shock tube combining with data stacking should minimize this problem.
99CHAPTER 7
DATA MODELING 
7.1 Introduction to 1-D Biot Modeling Software
The 1-D Biot modeling software provided by TU/e was written by Wisse (1999). This
FORTRAN 77 code is presently compiled to run under the Microsoft 9x operating system.
It uses numerical algorithms from the NAG libraries, for which there is a site license at the
Colorado School of Mines. The theory of the algorithms coded in this program are
reviewed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The theory is also described in great detail in Chap-
ters 3 and 4 of Wisse’s (1999) Ph.D. dissertation. The 1-D modeling FORTRAN 77 code
with most of the comments translated from Dutch into English is given in Appendix 4.
The modeling program is called BIOT 1D. This program utilizes the user defined phys-
ical properties found in the KINP.ASC and FLDINP.ASC parameter files. These input
parameters are listed in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 for the two files respectively. The program
essentially uses these parameters to solve Biot’s equations in the x-direction. For a more
complete description on how to run the program refer to Appendix 3 of this thesis.
100Table 7.1 Input parameters in the rock matrix parameter file ROKINP.ASC
Table 7.2 Input parameters in the fluid parameter file FLDINP.ASC
7.2 BIOT 1D Model Behavior
 In order to give the reader a better feel for the theoretical behavior predicted by Biot,
as well as to test the 1-D Biot model, single parameters of the model were changed over
several orders of magnitude while the remaining parameters remained fixed and the
results are plotted. The modeling parameters that remain fixed when a single parameter
was changed were values for the Bentheimer sandstone. Both transmission and incident/
reflection data are shown for each variable. This is done because both results are important
with regard to understanding some of the interpretation that was made on the physical
transmission and incident/reflection data discussed in the next chapter. 
PHYSICAL PROPERTY VARIABLE NAME
Matrix density (kg/m3) RHOG
Porosity (fraction) N0
Matrix bulk modulus (Pa) KP
Permeability (m2) K
Tortuosity ALFA
Sample diameter (mm) DIAM
PHYSICAL PROPERTY VARIABLE NAME
Fluid density (kg/m3) RHOP
Fluid viscosity (Pa-sec) ETA
Fluid bulk modulus (GPa) KW
Fluid impedance (Pa-sec/m) ZL
1017.2.1 Varying Matrix Density From the viewpoint of Biot theory, one would expect
that an increase in matrix density would cause a decrease in fast P-wave velocity if the
moduli of the material were held constant. Such behavior is in accordance with the follow-
ing equation that defines the fast P-wave velocity for an isotropic, homogenous, linear
elastic solid:
Where Vp is the fast P-wave velocity, ρ is the density of the material, K is the bulk modu-
lus of the material and µ is Lame’s coefficient. The slow P-wave velocity should remain
relatively unchanged because its velocity is primarily dependent upon the properties of the
saturating fluid and the tortuosity of the porous elastic material. Figure 7.1 shows a pres-
sure amplitude versus time plot of the transmitted data over a matrix density range of 1 g/
cc through 50 g/cc. These data were modeled for a transducer 10 cm below the top of the
sample. 
As expected, the fast P-wave velocity decreases with increasing matrix density while
the slow P-wave velocity remained relatively unchanged. Additionally, fast P-wave
amplitudes increase with increasing density and there is an increase in amplitudes of the
fast P-wave reflections off of the bottom of the sample as expected. Anomalies in the plot
include a DC amplitude shift at time zero. One can only assume that the DC shift at time
zero results from problems inherent with the Fourier analysis techniques used in the code.
Such problems can be minimized by making the sample have a very large (infinite) length









102Figure 7.1 1-D modeled results for changes in matrix density. The data plot shows trans-
mitted pressure amplitude versus time for a transducer 10 cm below the samples top. Den-
sity units are in g/cc. 
The reflection data that resulted from varying the matrix density may be seen in Figure
7.2. Seismic reflection theory predicts that increasing the matrix density should increase
the reflected amplitude of the incident signal (refer to Subsection 8.6.1). As expected, the
reflected signal amplitude increases with increasing matrix density.
103Figure 7.2 1-D modeled results for changes in matrix density. The data plot shows inci-
dent and reflected pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm above the sam-
ples top. Density units are in g/cc.
7.2.2 Varying Sample Porosity From the theory in chapter two, increasing the poros-
ity should increase the dissipation function, D. This should result in an increase in the
amplitude attenuation of both the slow and fast P-wave in the transmitted data. It should
also manifest itself by increasing the diffusive nature of the slow P-wave by increasing the
critical frequency of the system. This would be seen in the transmitted data as a decrease
in the slope of the slow P-wave pore pressure rise. A plot of the 1-D modeled transmission
data for a pressure transducer 10 cm below the top of the sample with porosities varying
from 1% to 50% may be seen in Figure 7.3. From this plot it can be seen that the model
104behaved as expected. Once again, these data exhibit a DC amplitude shift at time zero sim-
ilar to what was seen in the matrix density data. This is attributed to problems inherent
with the Fourier analysis performed by the modeling code.
At this point, it should be noted that many of these plots only show the results of con-
ceptualized experiments. In the model, porosity is included in the Biot dissipation parame-
ters but does not change any of the other petrophysical inputs. For example, increasing the
porosity would change the density and effective moduli of a real rock, but this is not the
case in the model because such parameters are fixed. Additionally, unreasonable values
for the parameters (like a porosity of 50%) were often picked to test the limits of the mod-
eling code.
Figure 7.3 1-D modeled results for changes in sample porosity. The data plot is transmit-
ted pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm below the samples top. Poros-
ity units are in percent.
105In the reflection data, increasing the samples porosity should increase the incident
wave coupling into the slow P-wave mode. This should manifest itself in the reflection
data as a decrease in reflected amplitude. Figure 7.4 shows a plot of the pressure response
of a transducer 10 cm above the top of the sample. The modeled data varies in porosity
from 1% to 50%, and as expected the reflected wave amplitudes decrease as a function of
increasing porosity. 
Figure 7.4 1-D modeled results for changes in sample porosity. The data plot is incident
and reflected pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm above the samples
top. Porosity units are in percent.
7.2.3 Varying Matrix Bulk Modulus In the transmitted data, increasing the bulk mod-
ulus should in effect “stiffen” the matrix material. This should result in an increase in the
fast P-wave velocities as indicated in Equation 7.00. Stiffening the sample’s frame is also
106somewhat analogous to approaching the stiff frame limit of Biot theory discussed in Chap-
ter 2. The exception is the fact that the fluid in our modeled case has the same viscosity as
water and the theory assumed zero viscosity. In any case, stiffening the frame decreases
dissipation of the system resulting in a slow P-wave arrival that is less diffusive. Figure
7.5 shows the modeled results when the Bulk modulus of the sample is varied from 5 GPa
to 100 GPa. The data are recorded from a pressure transducer assumed to be 10 cm below
the top of the sample. From these data, it can be seen that the slow P-wave is indeed more
diffuse as a result of increasing the bulk modulus. Again, the slight DC amplitude shift
between data sets is attributed to problems inherent with the Fourier analysis performed
by the code.
Figure 7.5 1-D modeled results for changes in matrix bulk modulus of the sample. The
data plot is transmitted pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm below the
samples top. Units for the Bulk Modulus of the matrix material are GPa.
107Varying the matrix bulk modulus in the case of the incident and reflected data should
manifest itself as an increase in the reflected wave’s amplitude. This is confirmed in Fig-
ure 7.6, which is a plot of a modeled pressure transducer 10 cm above the samples top.
Figure 7.6 1-D modeled results for changes in the Bulk Modulus of the sample. The data
plot is incident and reflected pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm above
the samples top. Units for the Bulk Modulus of the matrix material are GPa.
7.2.4 Varying Permeability According to Equation 2.31, an increase in permeability
should lower the critical frequency of the system and decrease the dissipation function, D.
This has the effect of making the slow P-wave arrival less diffusive and higher in ampli-
tude. Hence, the higher permeability data should show a higher amplitude slow P-wave
arrival with a steeper slope. Figure 7.7 shows a plot of the modeled data when the perme-
108ability is varied from 1.73 Darcy to 30 Darcy. As one can see from the data, the slow P-
wave behaves as expected. Again there is a DC amplitude shift in the data that can only be
attributed to problems inherent with the Fourier techniques used by the code. Addition-
ally, the program crashes when a permeability less than approximately 1 Darcy is input as
a parameter. Increasing the sample length when modeling seems to offset the problem;
however, no models could be run with permeabilities much less than 1 Darcy. This caused
problems with modeling anything other than the Bentheimer sample for our shock tube
experiments because all the other samples had a permeability less than 1 Darcy. This is
evident in Table 8.1 in Section 8.2 of Chapter 8.
Figure 7.7 1-D modeled results for changes in sample permeability. The data plot is trans-
mitted pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm below the samples top.
Units for the permeability are Darcy.
In the case of the reflection data, one would expect that increasing the permeability
would increase the incident wave coupling into the slow P-wave mode. This would result
109in a decrease in the reflected wave’s amplitude. Figure 7.8 is such a plot. In this plot one
can see that the reflected waves amplitude is indeed decreased as a function of increasing
permeability, but less than one would expect.
Figure 7.8 1-D modeled results for changes in sample permeability. The data plot is inci-
dent and reflected pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm above the sam-
ples top. Units for the permeability are Darcy.
7.2.5 Varying Tortuosity In Figure 7.9 we see the 1-D modeled data when the tortuos-
ity of the sample is varied from 0.5 to 3. Since a tortuosity of 1 means that the microscopic
flow path is equal to the straight line flow path, a tortuosity of 0.5 could never be realized
in the real world. In any case, increasing the tortuosity should have two effects. First it will
decrease the critical frequency of the system and second it increases the microscopic flow
path relative to the straight line flow path. The result is that increasing the sample’s tortu-
110osity will both increase the travel time of the slow P-wave as well as make it less diffusive.
We can see both of these effects in the data presented in Figure 7.9.
Figure 7.9 1-D modeled results for changes in sample tortuosity. The data plot is transmit-
ted pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm below the samples top. Since
tortuosity is a ratio, it is a dimensionless quantity.
Varying tortuosity in the case of the reflection data should have little or no effect. Fig-
ure 7.10 shows such a plot. As expected, very little effect from varying the tortuosity can
be seen. The slight changes that are observed in the data are probably due to inaccuracies
introduced by the Fourier techniques utilized by the code.
111Figure 7.8 1-D modeled results for changes in sample tortuosity. The data plot is incident
and reflected pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm above the samples
top. Since tortuosity is a ratio, it is a dimensionless quantity.
7.2.6 Varying Fluid Density Increasing the fluid density according to Biot’s theory
should have two effects on the numeric modelling of the transmitted data. First it will
decrease the overall velocity of the slow and fast P-wave with the greatest effect on the
slow P-wave (refer to Equation 7.00). Second it will decrease the critical frequency of the
system making the slow P-wave arrival less diffuse. As expected, the model shows
112decreasing velocity and a less diffusive slow P-wave as a function of increasing fluid den-
sity. 
Figure 7.11 1-D modeled results for changes in connate fluid density of the sample. The
data plot is transmitted pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm below the
samples top. The units of density are g/cc. 
From the plot in Figure 7.12 it can be seen that the model is not only changing the
velocity of the fluid saturating the sample, it is also changing the velocity of the fluid in
the column above the sample. From these data it can be seen that the model is again cor-
113rect again with regard to predicting the arrivals of the reflected wave. As the fluid density
increases the reflected arrivals occur at later and later times (refer to Equation 7.00).
Figure 7.12 1-D modeled results for changes in the saturating fluid density of the sample.
The data plot is incident and reflected pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10
cm above the samples top. The units of density are g/cc. 
7.2.7 Varying Fluid Bulk Modulus In the transmitted data, increasing the fluid bulk
modulus should increase the slow and fast P-wave velocity as well as make the slow P-
wave less diffuse. The amplitudes of the slow and fast P-waves should increase as well.
114This can be seen to hold true in the model. The amplitude shifts around time zero are
attributed to errors introduced by the Fourier techniques used by the code.
Figure 7.13 1-D modeled results for changes in connate fluid bulk modulus of the sample.
The data plot is transmitted pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10 cm below
the samples top. The units of the fluid bulk moduli are GPa.
In the reflection data it would be expected that the reflected wave velocity would
increase because the previously described density data showed changes in the reflected
wave velocity. As seen in Figure 7.14, this is not the case. On the other hand, as one would
expect, the reflected wave amplitude increases due to the “stiffening” of the material.
115Figure 7.14 1-D modeled results for changes in the saturating fluid bulk modulus of the
sample. The data plot is incident and reflected pressure amplitudes versus time for a trans-
ducer 10 cm above the samples top. The units of the fluid Bulk Moduli are GPa. Note that
the model does not change the velocity of the reflected wave.
7.2.8 Varying Fluid Viscosity Increasing the saturating fluid viscosity should increase
the critical frequency of the rock system in the transmitted data as well as increase the dis-
sipation coefficient. This means that increasing the saturating fluid viscosity will cause the
slow P-wave to become more diffusive and lower in amplitude. The results from the 1-D
116model seen in Figure 7.15 confirms this hypothesis. An unfortunate thing about the model
is that the program crashes at viscosity values greater than 0.01 Pa-s.
Figure 7.15 1-D modeled results for changes in saturating fluid viscosity in the sample.
The data plot is transmitted pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer 10cm below
the samples top. The units of the fluid viscosity are Pa-s.
One would think that the increasing the viscosity would decrease the amplitudes of the
transmitted and reflected waves. This is not seen in the modeled data presented in Figure
7.16. In fact, there appears to be a slight increase in the 0.003 Pa-s curve which would
indicate that the model was behaving opposite than expected.
117Figure 7.16 1-D modeled results for changes in the saturating fluid viscosity in the sample.
The data plot is incident and reflected pressure amplitudes versus time for a transducer
10cm above the samples top. The units of the fluid viscosity are Pa-s. Note that the model
does not change the incident and reflected wave amplitudes as expected.
As an interesting side note to the viscosity modeling is the consideration to experiment
on rocks while changing the saturating fluid viscosity of samples in the shock tube. This
would be of scientific importance. Such an experiment would allow one to shift the critical
frequency of the rock system and study the results on slow P-wave behavior. Such an
experiment would also test the validity of the viscosity term being in the numerator of the
Biot critical frequency equation. This is an interesting thing to note because Squirt theory
predicts a critical frequency equation with viscosity in the numerator (Brown, Batzle,
Dey-Sakar, McMechan, Peeters, Steensma, Tang 2001). Squirt theory is another widely
118accepted system of equations that predict elastic wave propagation in poro-elastic media
based upon a model describing macroscopic fluid flow in cracks. Squirt theory predicts
that the critical frequency of the system is given by the following equation (Brown, Bat-
zle, Dey-Sakar, McMechan, Peeters, Steensma, Tang 2001):
Where K is the frame modulus and a is the aspect ratio of the crack. Varying the viscosity
in our shock tube rock system would show if our physical rock system is behaving in
accordance with the Biot or the Squirt model. Practically speaking, this could be done by
using glycerin as the saturating fluid in the shock tube instead of water. By then heating
the shock tube, the viscosity of the glycerin could be changed over several orders of mag-
nitude as seen in Figure 7.17. For reference, the viscosity of some common materials at






119Figure 7.7 Plot of the viscosity of pure glycerin as a function of temperature. Note that
given standard pressure conditions, the boiling point of glycerin is 288oC; the temperature
in this plot only goes to 170oC.
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121CHAPTER 8
PHYSICAL DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
8.1 Overview
Quantitative analysis of the data included determining fast and slow P-wave velocities
as well as reflection coefficients. Qualitative analysis that was performed included under-
standing the diffusive behavior of the slow P-wave and trying to relate this behavior to
rock parameters that can be quantified in the future. These analyses are explained in
greater detail in the following sections. The Transducer Configuration #1 section discusses
data that were collected with the pressure transducers placed along the side of the sample.
The transducer Configuration #2 section discusses the data collected by transducers
placed below the sample. The final section discusses the reflection data.
8.2 Transmitted Data, Transducer Configuration #1
As previously described, parameters of samples used for these experiments are found
in Table 5.4 of Chapter 5. A 0.5 mm to 1 mm water-filled annulus existed between the
sample and the shock tube wall for all but the Bentheimer sample that almost touched the
tube wall. Assumptions being made with this set-up include that the annulus is too small to
accommodate guided waves and that the pressure transducers located in the shock tube
wall are accurately recording pore pressure of an adjacent sample volume across the annu-
lus (Figure 5.1). For a more complete discussion of this experimental setup, the reader is
referred to Section 5.3 of Chapter 5.
122Figure 8.1 presents data collected from the fully saturated 40 cm Bentheimer sample. A
source pressure of 3 bar was used for this data set. Pressure amplitude versus time are plot-
ted for a pressure transducer 14 cm below the samples top. Also on this plot are data calcu-
lated using the 1-Dimensional modeling program discussed in Chapter 7.
Figure 8.1 Measured and calculated wave amplitudes (pressures) for the 29 cm Benthe-
imer sandstone. The measuring transducer is 14 cm below the sample top.
The fast compressional wave can be seen at approximately 0.6 ms. At approximately
0.8 ms the arrival of the slow compressional wave commences. Wave speeds can be deter-
mined from the time interval between the fast and the slow P-wave arrivals a known dis-
123tance apart. The calculated velocities of the fast and slow P-waves compared to the 1-D
modeled velocities of the slow and fast P-waves may be found in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 Fast and Slow P-wave velocities for the natural sandstone sample. Most of the
modeled data says “see below” because the modeling program crashes when permeabili-
ties less than 1 Darcy are entered as a parameter (refer to Subsection 7.2.4 of Chapter 7).
 The differences in velocity between the model and the physical data seen in Figure 8.1
may be attributed to a formation factor that was too low because of the added conductivity
of clays present in the Bentheimer sample. This would result in a tortuosity parameter that
was too high (Refer to Subsection 7.2.5). As seen in Chapter 7, this would cause such a
velocity shift. 
The difference in amplitudes between the physical and modeled data is notable. There
is no reason to doubt the Biot theory that was used to model the results because it has been
scrutinized and tested by scientists for over 40 years. As a result, such inconsistencies
most likely involve some combination of the input parameters used in the model, addi-
tional energy losses not accounted for in Biot’s theory, the small gap between the sample
and the shock tube wall, as well as the presence of clay in the sandstone samples (Kelder,
Smeulders 1997; Nagy, Laszlo, Bonner 1990; van der Grinten; van Dongen, van der Kro-
gel 1987). In order to account for such differences, a correction factor is built into the 1-D












Lyons 4054 N/A see below see below
Fox Hills 1809 N/A see below see below
Berea 2786 1009 see below see below
Other 3030 1010 see below see below
Bentheimer 3333 1032 3571 806
124modeling code. Changing this factor and recompiling the code changes the amplitude of
the model’s output. 
With regard to the diffusiveness of the slow P-wave, the model seems to be doing a
good job. The modeled data use the parameters found in Table 5.1 with the exception of
the fact that the permeability values plotted are for 2.74 and 3.74 Darcy. As expected, the
slope of the slow P-wave appears to be somewhere in between the 2.74 and 3.74 Darcy
modeled curves with its behavior closest to the 2.74 Darcy modeled curve.
An unfortunate fact about the pressure Transducer Configuration #1 data is that none of
the pressure transducers were at the same distance below the sample for the different
experiments in which the slow P-wave could be identified. Having the transducers in the
same location would allow one to compare the diffusive nature of the slow P-wave in dif-
ferent samples at the same location. Ultimately, such a study would allow one to quantify
permeability of the samples, assuming that some of the processing ideas discussed in this
thesis with regard to “Q” were implemented.
Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show both physical and modeled plots of P2, P3 and P4 pressure
transducers for the 40 cm Bentheimer sandstone sample. Note that the modeled and phys-
ical data are for pressure transducers the same distance apart at approximately the same
location alongside the sample. P2 and P3 are 5 cm apart; P3 and P4 are 10 cm apart. Note
that the model predicts a similar change in the diffusive character of the slow P-wave as a
function of distance into the sample, as can be seen in the physical data. How this diffu-
sive character changes as a function of depth into the sample is dependent upon the critical
frequency of the system. The critical frequency is the frequency at which maximum dissi-
pation within the system occures and is the frequency that exibits minimum “Q”. This
125reinforces the importance of determining the “Q” of the data. For the above reasons, a
focus on the “Q” parameter should be included in any future research.
Figure 8.2 Plot of physical Bentheimer transmitted waves data set. Transducers P2 and P3
are 5cm apart. Transducers P3 and P4 are 10 cm apart. Note the change in the diffusive
behavior of the slow P-wave as a function of depth into the sample.
126Figure 8.3 Plot of modeled Bentheimer transmitted data set. Transducers P2 and P3 are 5
cm apart. Transducers P3 and P4 are 10 cm apart. Note a similar change in the diffusive
behavior of the slow P-wave as a function of depth into the sample when compared to Fig-
ure 8.2.
8.3 Fracture experiments, Transducer Configuration #1 
In order to estimate the effect of fractures on the propagation of the slow P-wave, data
were collected on both a visually intact and fractured sample of the Berea sandstone (refer
to 5.3.1). The data for the fractured and unfractured sample can be found in Figure 8.4.
127These data were recorded by a transducer 3 cm below the top of the sample with a differ-
ential source pressure of 3 bar.
Figure 8.4 Plot of fractured and unfractured data from the Berea sandstone. Data are col-
lected from a pressure transducer 3 cm below the top of the sample. Note the difficulty in
picking the slow P-wave arrival in the fractured data.
In Figure 8.4 it is unclear exactly where the slow P-wave arrives in the fractured rock
data. Due to the fact that the fracture is an open conduit, one should expect the slow P-
wave arrival to correspond more closely to the velocity of the saturating fluid because of
the decrease in tortuosity. This may be the case, however it is too hard to tell because the
slow P-wave arrival occurs too close to the fast P-wave arrival. Additionally, the fractured
slow P-wave arrival appears much more diffusive and lower in amplitude. According to
the model studies, this is most likely attributable to the increased porosity of the fracture
which results in an increase in the dissipation factor, D (refer to Subsection 7.2.2). Such an
interpretation, however, is complicated by the fact that there are inconsistencies in the
128input as a function of source pressure. Although both shots are for 3 bar differential source
pressure, the input wave amplitude for the unfractured case was significantly greater than
the unfractured case. 
Until data from the unfractured rocks is fully understood, it is the author’s recommen-
dation that no further study of the influence of fractures on the Biot slow P-wave should
be planned. In the future, however, fracture studies in the shock tube could be of scientific
interest if the viscosity of the saturating fluid in the sample could be varied (refer to Sub-
section 7.2.8). This would allow one to see if such fractures on this scale behave in accor-
dance with Biot or Squirt mechanisms. Such a study may provide some insight into the
debate of when one flow model is more appropriate than the other.
8.4 Transmitted and Reflected Partially Saturated Data, Transducer Configuration #1
These sets of experiments bear on the question of whether the slow P-wave can be
detected in natural samples with mixed fluid phases. The reader is referred to Subsection
5.3.2 for a more complete description of this experimental setup. Data collected on the
partially saturated samples referred to in Table 5.6 show no indication of the slow P-wave.
This can be seen in Figure 8.5 which is a data plot of the Berea sandstone at 3 bar differen-
tial source pressure. Figure 8.5 shows data for both the P1 and P2 pressure transducers. As
can be seen in these data, not only is there no indication of the slow P-wave, there is barely
any indication of the reflected arrival from the top of the sample. In shot records with a
source pressure lower than 3 bar, there was no indication of the reflected wave. For this
reason, combined with the uncertainty of the actual saturation percentages, no analysis
was preformed on the transmitted or reflected pore pressure responses (refer to 5.3.2).
These data offer further support that the slow compressional wave is quickly attenuated in
129partially saturated rocks that have a high effective mixture compressibility (Smeulders
1992).
Figure 8.5 Data from the partially saturated Berea sandstone sample for 3 bar differential
source pressure. Note that the transmitted and reflected data are quickly attenuated. P1 is
above the sample’s top and P2 is below the sample’s top.
8.5 Transmitted Data, Transducer Configuration #2
As previously mentioned in Chapter 5, Transducer Configuration #2 (Figure 5.3) was
designed in order to separate the pore pressure response and matrix strain response pro-
duced by the slow P-wave. For these experiments, all samples are rubber coated on the
sides and have their pore surface exposed at the top and bottom of the sample. Samples
used for these experiments included the epoxyed glass bead sample and the 8 cm long
coated Bentheimer sample (Table 5.6) for the water saturated case and all the samples
seen in Table 5.6 for the air saturated case.
1308.5.1 Transmitted Water Saturated Data, Transducer Configuration #2 Figure 8.6 pre-
sents data for the fully saturated glass bead sample (Table 5.6). A source pressure of 4 bar
was used for this data set and the P3 and P4 transducers are approximately 6 cm below the
top of the sample. Also shown in this plot is the difference between the P3 and the P4
transducers. As previously mentioned in Chapter 5, this difference should be an indicator
of the amount of de-coupling between the matrix strain and the pore-pressure response of
the material.
Figure 8.6 Physical data for the water saturated epoxyed glass bead sample. Differential
source pressure is 4 bar.
As expected, the signals from the P3 and P4 pressure transducers are coupled during
the arrival of the fast compressional wave. At approximately 0.642 ms, the two curves
begin to decouple due to the arrival of the “out of phase” slow P-wave. From the P3-P4
difference curve, the arrival of the slow P-wave is significantly more distinct than the slow
131P-wave arrivals seen in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 using Transducer Configuration #1. This fact
is more evident in the rescaled plot of Figure 8.6 seen in Figure 8.7. It is apparent from the
data that the system seen in Figures 8.6 and 8.7 behaves somewhere between the low and
the high frequency limits of Biot theory because the pore pressure response is not com-
pletely decoupled from the matrix response. The source for the stepping in the P3 data
indicated in Figure 8.4 is unclear. Assuming that this is a multiple occurring between the
samples top and bottom, the calculated two way travel time of the multiples leads to a
velocity of 10,000 m/s. This velocity is much too high when compared to the fast or slow
P-wave velocities calculated from this data set. The calculated fast and slow P-wave
velocities of the saturated glass bead sample are 2,730 m/s and 800 m/s respectively.
These data could not be modeled since none of the petrophysical testing equipment was
operational during the Summer 2000 experiments, and therefore all of the petrophysical
properties of the glass bead sample were unknown. In any case, such an experimental set-
up shows the advantages of being able to measure both pore pressure and matrix strain
compared to measuring pore pressure alone. Future experimentation should focus on ways
of measuring the both pore pressure and matrix strain response of the rock in a more quan-
titative manner
132.
Figure 8.7 Rescaled plot of physical data for the water saturated epoxyed glass bead sam-
ple. Differential source pressure is 4 bar. Note the decoupling of the strain+pore pressure
response (P3) from the pore pressure response (P4) when the slow P-wave arrival com-
mences. Also note that the P3-P4 difference curve makes it easier to tell when this decou-
pling occurs.
8.5.2 Transmitted Air Saturated Data Transducer Configuration #2 Although it is not
the intent to make a full interpretation of the air saturated data collected over the Summer
of 1999 and 2000 in this thesis, a quick look at its behavior does have some relevance to
our Biot theory discussion. Figure 8.8 shows a plot for the data recorded by the P3 and P4
pressure transducers. Due to the low viscosity of the air, the system should be behaving in
accordance to the high frequency limit of Biot theory. Note that as should be expected, the
P3-P4 behavior is completely separate from the pore pressure response (P4 curve). This is
133in agreement with the high frequency limit of Biot theory to the extent that the pore fluid
behavior is completely independent of the behavior of the rock’s frame. This should be
expected because the critical frequency of the air filled glass bead sample is approxi-
mately 400 Hz (Wisse 1999), much lower than the center frequency of the input signal.
Beyond this observation, the nonlinear coupled processes resulting from the shock wave
and rock interaction means that the system is not behaving within the assumptions of Biot
theory. An example of this is the anomalous hump seen directly after the slow P-wave
arrival in the P4 data set. A similar P4 signature was seen in air saturated data collected by
Wisse (1999). This hump may be attributed to turbulent fluid flow in the pores.
Figure 8.8 Physical data for the air saturated epoxyed glass bead sample. Differential
source pressure is 4 bar. Note the fact that the P4 response is independent of the P3
response exhibiting a behavior that is analogous to the high frequency limit of Biot theory.
1348.6 Reflection Data
The reflection data will be broken up into the water and air saturated cases. For each of
these situations both coated and uncoated samples will be reviewed. For a complete
description of coated and uncoated samples, refer to Chapter 5.
8.6.1 Water Saturated Reflections Transducer Configurations #1 and #2 Reflection
coefficients from the shock tube are determined by taking the relative amplitude ratio of
the direct and reflected arrivals that were recorded by a pressure transducer above the
sample (Figure 8.9). It is anticipated that for permeable samples, part of the normal inci-
dent wave energy is reflected and part is transmitted as both the slow and fast P-waves,
and for impermeable samples, little to no conversion to the slow P-wave occurs. For this
reason, calculated reflection coefficient values that ignore the presence of the slow P-wave
compared to actual shock tube measured values should show greater disagreement when
the Biot slow wave is present. Further insight into this matter was gained by calculating
the reflection coefficient, R, using the following equation:
Where, ρ1, ρ2, and v1, v2 are the densities and fast compressional wave velocities of the
water and rock respectively. Fast P-wave velocities were determined using the shock tube
data seen in Table 8.2. Saturated densities were determined from weight measurements on
the saturated samples of known volume. In addition to determining a reflection coefficient
using the density velocity equation above, reflection coefficients can be determined from
Equation 8.00R
ρ2 v2⋅( ) ρ1 v1⋅( )–
ρ2 v2⋅( ) ρ1 v1⋅( )+
----------------------------------------------=
135the 1-D Biot model using the same technique used to determine the shock tube reflection
coefficents.
Figure 8.9 Determination of reflection coefficient using a shock tube. This particular shot
is from the 40 cm Bentheimer sample at 3 bar source pressure. The pressure transducer is
located 10 cm above the sample.
A list comparing shock tube determined reflection coefficients to those determined by
the equation above, and from the 1-D Biot model is presented in Table 8.2. As expected,
the two reflection values coincide more closely when the rock has relatively low perme-
ability and porosity and when no slow P-wave was observed. When the slow P-wave is
present, the measured reflection coefficient is significantly lower than the calculated
reflection coefficient. Also shown in Table 8.2 are reflection coefficients from coated sam-
ples. An interesting comparison that can be made is with the Bentheimer data sets. One
data set has an open pore condition along the side of the sample and the other has a closed
pore condition along side the sample because the sample is coated. In the data, this mani-
136fests itself as a large increase in the samples reflection coefficient. This emphasizes once
more the need for a 2-D model that can address this issue. It is unclear how much the gap
affects the reflection coefficient and it is also unclear why the shock tube reflection coeffi-
cient is so much higher than the calculated reflection coefficient using the density velocity
equation, because this equation essentially assumes a closed pore condition. On thing is
certain, the coating has a very large effect on the rock’s response. Figure 8.10 shows a
cross plot of the measured and calculated reflection coefficients.  
Table 8.2 Equation 8.00 modeled calculation, 1-D Biot modeled calculation and shock
















Lyons 0.71 N/A 0.65 No No
Fox Hills 0.43 0.66 0.39 No No
Berea 0.77 0.65 0.49 No Yes
Other 0.64 0.63 0.41 No Yes
Bentheimer 
40
0.66 0.70 0.48 No Yes
Bentheimer 
8
0.66 0.70 0.88 +/- 
0.05
Yes Yes
137Figure 8.10 Cross plot comparison of experimental results with computational results
based on Equation 8.00 and the Biot 1-D model for reflection coefficient data.
8.6.2 Air Saturated Data For reasons discussed in Chapter 3, the air saturated reflec-
tion data should be quite different than the water saturated case. One major difference is
that all of the reflection coefficients are greater than one. Also the pressure and tempera-
ture conditions under which the shock wave is reflected back into are uncertain. However,
it is certain that the pressure, temperature, and density states of the gas for the reflected
shocks are such that ideal shock tube theory can not be applied.
The calculated air saturated results that assume reflection off a smooth, rigid, imperme-
able boundary, as well as reflected pressure amplitudes at P1, are shown in Figure 8.11.
138Overall the data seems to follow the trend of the calculated curve with the exception of the
anomalous glass bead pack data point found at 3.5 bar source pressure. Note the discrep-
ancy between the Fox 4 and Fox 2 samples. This is due to the fact that the top of the Fox 4
sample was closer to the P1 transducer than the shorter Fox 2 sample, suggesting that
reflected shock amplitudes are attenuated quickly as they travel back into the shock tube.
Figure 8.11 Plot of reflection coefficient as a function of source pressure
Another conclusion that may be reached is that the reflected shock amplitude seems to
decrease significantly as a function of the sample‘s permeability. This is more easily visu-
alized in Figure 8.12. Such a behavior makes intuitive sense because increasing perme-
ability results in more of the incident shock‘s energy being transmitted into the sample as
139the slow P-wave. This also explains why there is a stronger relative decrease in the reflec-
tion coefficient as a function of increasing source pressure not seen in the model.
Figure 8.12 Plot of shock wave reflection coefficient as a function of sample permeability
for P2 at 3 bar source pressure. Note that the low permeability point is an ideal calculated
value.
Figure 8.13 shows a plot of source pressure as a function of reflected shock wave
velocity. It is difficult to see a trend in any of the data. One thing that is apparent in this
plot is the importance of maintaining a consistent transducer location above the sample in
the same location along the shock tubes wall, if any analysis of the reflection data for the
air filled shock tube case is to be performed (refer to Figure 8.13, Fox 2, 4, 8). This is
obvious from the extreme variation in velocities between measurements on the same sam-
140ples. For this reason, ideal theory may be insufficient because factors such as temperature
dependent specific heats and radiative heat losses off of the shock tube cannot be ignored.
Figure 8.13 Plot of source pressure as a function of reflected shock velocity.
141CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
9.1 Thesis Conclusions
• Shock tube experiments have been carried out on natural and artificial rock sam-
ples that were either fully saturated with water or air or partially saturated with air.
• It is possible to detect the slow P-wave in naturally occurring rocks with perme-
abilities as low as 200 mD using a shock tube.
• Using the 1-D Biot model as a guide for understanding slow P-wave behavior
shows that the slow P-wave becomes more diffusive and has lower amplitude
when either the rock’s porosity or saturating fluid viscosity is increased. 
• The model confirms that the slow P-wave becomes more diffusive with decreasing
steady state permeability, saturating fluid density, and tortuosity. 
• Decreasing the tortuosity of the model confirms an increase in slow P-wave veloc-
ity. 
• The modeled data shows that an increase in the sample’s permeability and porosity
will result in a decrease of the reflection coefficient due to increased coupling into
the slow P-wave mode. 
• The 1-D model predicts fast and slow P-wave velocities accurately. 
• The 1-D model accurately predicts the diffusive nature of the slow P-wave when
compared to the physical data. 
• The 1-D model fails to predict the pressure amplitudes found in the experimental
data.
142• Results from the fractured and unfractured Berea sandstone were inconclusive
because the unfractured data has a fast P-wave arrival that interferes with the slow
P-wave arrival. The data collected from the fractured sample does seem to agree
with Biot’s predictions by showing a more diffusive, faster traveling, lower ampli-
tude slow P-wave arrival when compared to the data collected from the unfrac-
tured sample. 
• No conclusions could be made about the partially air and water saturated data due
to the water saturation not being known. Very weak reflections off the top of the
sample and an absence of the transmitted slow P-waves were seen in the partially
air and water saturated data sets. These data suggest that air bubbles may have
been escaping from the sample during data acquisition.
• The Experimental Configuration #2 setup, where one transducer responded to the
matrix strain and pore pressure and another transducer responded only to pore
pressure, made interpreting the slow P-wave arrival more accurate by allowing one
to distinguish between fast and slow P-wave arrivals that overlapped. 
• For the water saturated experiments using Experimental Configuration #2, results
show a system that behaves somewhere between the low and high frequency limits
of Biot’s theory for the water saturated data due to the partially coupled responses
of the pore pressure and matrix strain. The air saturated data behave in accordance
with the high frequency limit of Biot theory in the sense that the pore pressure
response is completely decoupled from the matrix strain response. 
• For the reflection data, the absence of the slow P-wave in samples with a perme-
ability below 200 mD coincided with an agreement between measured and calcu-
lated reflection coefficients. Above this permeability level, the measured reflected
energy is lower than the calculated reflected energy. This is most likely due to an
increase in reflected energy loss that occurs when the slow P-wave mode is
present. A similar trend was also noted in the air saturated data. 
• From the reflection data, it is apparent that the coating placed on the sample’s cir-
cumference for many of the experiments strongly affects the samples strain
response to an applied stress.
• For the air saturated samples, the diffusive nature of the slow P-wave can not be
described by Biot theory due to non-laminar fluid flow occurring within the rock’s
pore structure. Additionally, the reflection data showed a reflection coefficient that
was greater than 1 as predicted by ideal shock tube theory. This further demon-
143strates that the shock wave and rock interaction is not behaving in accordance with
the assumptions made by Biot.
• In order to perform seismo-electric experiments, the sample must be isolated from
any electrically conductive contacts with the experimental apparatus. 
• In order to perform more sophisticated experiments, a way must be developed to
get sensor wires from inside a rock in the shock tube to a data acquisition system
outside the shock tube without compromising the shock tube’s vacuum seal. These
electrical connections must also be shielded and separated from one another to
reduce electrical noise as well as inductive coupling between the recording chan-
nels.
9.2 Recommendations For Future Research
This thesis discussion has shown that the 1-D Biot model does not sufficiently repre-
sent the physical data in a quantitative fashion. For this reason, a new model needs to be
coded or obtained from an outside source. It is important that such a model accurately rep-
resents both the transmitted and reflection data in more than one dimension. This would
allow one to model items such as the gap that is sometimes present between the sample
and the shock tube wall as well as other effects resulting from experimental procedure,
such as coating the circumference of the sample with an impermeable boundary.
With regard to the physical data, new samples need to be obtained with a permeability
range of 50 milliDarcy through 3+ Darcy. This might allow one to lower the permeability
at which the slow P-wave has been observed in naturally occurring rocks. Additionally, it
would allow one to compare the diffusive nature of the slow P-wave between a larger
range of samples. It is important that these samples be cut to the same length in order that
the measurements made on the sample are at the same depth into the sample for all the
samples run.
The data acquisition system has proven itself outdated and not very user friendly. For
this reason, a new data acquisition system needs to be developed. It is recommended that
144this be done using Labview and that the data acquisition system have the ability to stack
shot records.
The processing of the data has also proven to be extremely inefficient. For this reason,
it is recommended that LabView modules also be coded for processing. Such software
should include the ability to window the data and perform Fourier analysis in order to
allow one to quantify the diffusive nature of the slow P-wave and relate its behavior to the
quality factor, Q.
With regard to hardware, measuring the strain in the rock has proven to be extremely
valuable. For this reason, a means needs to be developed to get strain and pore pressure
measurements from inside a sample in the shock tube to a data acquisition outside the
shock tube without compromising the shock tube’s vacuum seal. A possible means of
doing this is suggested in Figure 9.1. Since the coating along the circumferance of the
sample using Transducer Configuration #2 affects the behavior of the sample in an way
that has not yet been quantified, it is suggested the two experimental configurations used
be combined.
Combining the experimental configurations could be done by using a sealing ring
attached to the bottom of the sample. Additionally, Figure 9.1 shows two sensors inserted
into the sample indicated by S1 and S2. S1 should be a displacement sensor that can quan-
tify matrix strain, S1 should be a pressure transducer decoupled from the rock so that it is
sensitive to only the pore pressure in the rock. These sensors should be a part of probes
that are screwed airtight into the base of the shock tube similar to how the pressure trans-
ducers are presently screwed into the shock tube. These probes would then be inserted into
holes drilled into the bottom of the sample. The configuration seen in Figure 9.1 would
allow one to measure the slow P-wave response both along the side of the sample and
inside the sample. Using this configuration, one could then compare the two pore pressure
results and see how much the gap affects the measurement of the slow P-wave.
145Figure 9.1 Recommended modification to existing shock tube configurations.
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153APPENDIX 1
INSTRUCTIONS ON RUNNING LECROY CATALYST SOFTWARE
A1.0 CATALYST
The software that last controlled the shock tube data acquisition at TU/e is the LeCroy
CATALYST program. It has a few problems and is not very user friendly. Currently, Ad
Holten at TU/e is writing replacement software, but until it is done, CATALYST is the
only software available to preform the data acquisition.
To start CATALYST, type the program name from the C:\CAT directory. The first
thing that has to be done is assign the channels that would be used, usually 4. This is done
by typing the sequential numbers 1 through 4, following after each number a label, usually
A1, A2, A3, and A4, which will be displayed on the vertical axis. No data will be recorded
if the channels are not initialized prior to starting. The labels are important because refer-
ence will be made to them when saving data from the various channels. Next, the letter L
and the number 6 will select the menu with options for the model 6810 waveform record-
ers. An existing parameter file may now be read into the system by typing R. The user
should make sure that proper values are being used in this setup file, and if permanent
changes are made, that they are written to a file with the “W” command that prompts for a
file name.
An example of the menu with recording options is provided on page 34 of the Model
6810 Waveform Recorders Operator’s Manual. Some notes on these parameters follow;
the user should refer to the manual for more detailed information.
NAME should list the channel names assigned (A1 through A4).
154AQUIRE should be set to YES on all channels on which data are to be acquired.
STORE and PROCESS should be set to NO, unless the user has specific needs.
GPIB ADDR should be set to the GPIB address of the LeCroy. 
SLOT refers to the location where the 6810 module is inserted into the LeCroy; these
numbers may be found along the bottom part of the front of the instrument.
CHANNEL # are usually 1 through 4.
Additionally, the user should be aware that there are restrictions to the PERIOD, or
sampling rate, which are described on page 46 of the Operator’s Manual. One important
note to this effect is that a sample rate of 4 microseconds is the fastest that the LeCroy can
sample at with each 6810 module having four channels active.
Setting the SET TRIGGER and the SET CLKMODE to YES and touching the space
bar starts a menu of options for trigger parameters. Triggering the system is usually done
by channel 1, with a good trigger level to start with being 0.5. The user should also be
careful that the TRIGGER HOLDOFF is set to YES, or the system may trigger again
before the data is saved.
155APPENDIX 2
FORMAT OF RAW SHOCK TUBE DATA
A2.1 Description
The following information describes what is contained in the shock tube raw data files
stored by WAVEFORM CATALYST. This information has been transcribed verbatum
from the user manual that accompanied the LeCroy Waveform Recorder used at the Fluids
Dynamic Laboratory at TU/e. Additional insight into understanding how to read the raw
data files may be obtained by studieng the various code examples found at the end of this
Appendix.
A2.2 FORTRAN Unformatted Sequential Files
CATALYST stores data as an “unformatted”, sequential file. FORTRAN unformatted
files contain record delimiters in addition to the desired data. If the open statement used to
read a FORTRAN unformatted file specifies “form=’UNFORMATTED’” then the record
markers are properly used by FORTRAN and are invisible to the user. Each READ state-
ment uses up one logical record from the file, regardless of how much data is actually
read. It is therefore necessary to READ everthing desired from each record in one READ
statement; a loop to read bytes will read the first byte of successive logical records. The
logical records in a CATALYST data file are:
1) the header - 17 2-byte integers.
2) the user comment, terminated by ‘$’ - 161 characters.
3) through last successive data blocks as described by the file header.
156See the example FORTRAN program at the end of this appendix for an example of the
proper way to read a CATALYST data file.
If a FORTRAN unformatted file is opened as a BINARY file by FORTRAN (or is
opened by any other language), then the record delimiters will not have their intended
effect and will be visible to the program reading the file. Following are structure details of
a FORTRAN unformatted sequential file.
The first byte in any FORTRAN unformatted sequential file is the value 75. The rest of
the file is made up of physical records of up to 128 bytes of data. Each physical record is
preceded and followed by a byte containing the number of data bytes in that physical
record. One special case: If a logical record (that is, the data written by one WRITE state-
ment) contains more than 128 bytes, then more than one physical record is required. In
this case, one or more128-byte physical records are written, preceded and followed by the
value 129; the final physical record is preceded and followed by a byte containing its
actual length.
See the example BASIC program which concludes this appendix.
157A2.3 CATALYST File Header
If type of data is 0 or 1:




1-2 Block size - number of data values per block
3-4 Number of bits per data word. Each word occupies an interger num-
ber of bytes. For example, 12-bit data occupies 2 bytes per value.
5-8 Periode of trace in units of 0.1 nsec per point. For time data, see also
bytes 29-30.
9-10 Offset (code value corresponding to zero volts)
11-14 Point where trigger occured
15-18 Amplitude in micro units per code. For time data, units are volts.
For histogram or point values, see also bytes 29-32.
19-20 Offset (in bytes) to actual start of data
21-22 Total number of data blocks (length of data devided by block size)
23-24 Type of data: 0 = single channel time vs amplitude, 1 = multichannel
time vs amplitude, 2 = histogram, 3 = point values, 4 = module spe-
cific settings. Note: averaged time data also is stored as type 0.
25-34 Type dependent data.
25-26 blocks per channel
27-28 start channel (type 1 only)
29-30 Exponent for sampling period. Devide the value
from bytes 5-8 by ten raised to this value to obtain a
value where 1 = 0.1 nsec.
29-30 Exponent for amplitude. Devide the value from 
bytes 15-18 by ten raised to this value to obtain a 
value where 1 = 1 micro unit.
31-32 Character for measured units. ‘S’ for seconds, ‘C’ 
for coulombs, ‘V’ for volts.
158If type of data is 2 (in addition to above):
Following is the beginning of a CATALYST data file displayed by the DOS debugger.
All values are in base 16. Note that where a value is made up of two or more bytes, the
first byte is the least significant and the last byte of the value is the most significant.
off-
set value Explanation
25-28 Lowest amplitude code included in this histogram.
33-34 Number of codes per “bin”
Offset Data
00 4B 22 00 20 08 00 32 00-00 00 80 00 00 00 00 00
10 D0 07 00 00 01 00 04 00-00 00 04 00 00 00 00 00
20 00 00 00 00 22 81 ........... (user comment)
A0 ............................ 81 21- ... (user comment)
C0 ..................................... -24 21 81 ... (data)
00 4B FORTRAN unformatted sequential file
01 22 Length of the physical record to follow is 34 bytes. This one physi-
cal record corresponds to a logical record. The 34 bytes are the
CATALYST file header which is explained in detail below.
24 22 Length of the preceding physical record.
25 81 Special value 129 indicates that the length of this physical record is
128 bytes and that it is the first of at least two physical records in
one logical record. This physical record contains the beginning of
the 161-byte user comment.
A6 81 End of the preceding physical record.
159The 34 byte CATALYST header is interpreted as follows
A7 21 Length of the physical record to follow. This is the last physical 
record in the logical record containing the user comment. It contains 
the last 33 bytes.
C9 21 Length of the preceding physical record. Data records follow, 1 
block per logical record. The number of bytes in each data block is 
defined in CATALYST’s file header.
00 20 # of values per block of data = 8192
08 00 Width of each data value = 8 bits
32 00 00 00 Sampling period in units of 0.1 nsec = 5.0 nsec/pt
80 00 Offset (code corresponding to zero volts) = 128
00 00 00 00 Point corresponding to trigger time = first sample
D0 07 00 00 Amplitude in microvolts/code = 2.0mV/code
01 00 Start byte (1 means skip one byte before 1st value
04 00 Total number of blocks of data = 4
00 00 Type of data = single channel time vs amplitude
04 00 Number of blocks per channel
00 00 Unused for time data
00 00 Exponent for sampling period
00 00 Unused for time data
00 00 Unused for time data





C HEADER - temporary buffer; LENGTH - number of data words
C WIDTH - # of bits/word; PERIOD - period of trace
C OFFSET - zero volt offset; TRIG - trigger point
C AMPL - amplitude; START - start byte
C BLKCNT - # of blocks; TYPE - type of data
C BLKCHN - blocks/channel; CHNLST - starting channel
DATBUF - array for reading one block of data
C
INTERGER*2 SDFILE, HEADER(17), LENGTH, TYPE, START, BLKCNT
INTERGER*2 LEN, BLOCK, I, DATBUF(4100)
INTERGER*2 BLKCHN, CHNLST, PTR





C prompt operator for filename
WRITE(*,’(a\)’)’ ENTER NAME OF FILE’
READ(*,(A)’)FNAME
C read in header information
OPEN(SDFILE, FILE=FNAME, STATUS=’OLD’, FORM=’UNFORMATTED’)
READ(SDFILE)(HEADER(I), I = 1, 17)
READ(SDFILE) (TEXT(I), I = 1, 161)
161LENGTH = HEADER(1)
WIDTH = HEADER(2)
PERIOD = HEADER(4) * 65536
PERIOD = PERIOD + HEADER(3)
OFFSET = HEADER(5)
TRIG = HEADER(7) * 65536
TRIG = HEADER(6) + TRIG
AMPL = HEADER(9) * 65536






C ask operator for block number desired and read it in





10 BLOCK = BLOCK + 1
READ(SDFILE)(DATBUF(I), I = 1,LEN)
IF (BLOCK.NE.PTR) GOTO 10
CLOSE(SDFILE)
C at this point, the selected block of data is contained in
C DATBUF and the module parameters are in their corresponding
C variables you can add a processing or print routine here
END
162A2.5 Sample BASIC Program
Below is a sample BASIC program segment which reads the data from disk into an
interger array. (Note: this is written for 8-bit data words and up to 16K words.)
10 DEFINT A-Z
20 OPTION BASE 1
30 DIM IDATA (2,8192)
40 INPUT “Enter name of data file’; FILENAME$
50 OPEN “R”,#1,FILENAME$,1
55 FIELD 1,1 AS I$
60 GET 1:V=ASC(I$)
70 IF V<>75 GOTO 600
80 GET 1:COUNT=ASC(I$)
90 GET 1:LSB$I$:GET 1:MSB$=I$:LENGTH=ASC(LSB$)+(ASC(MSB$)*256)
100 PRINT “Number of bytes per block”,LENGTH
110 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I$:WWIDTH!=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
120 PRINT “Bits per word”,WWIDTH
130 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I$:PERLOW!=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
140 GET 1:LSB$=$I:GET 1:MSB$=$I:PERHI!=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
150 PERIOD!=PERLOW!+PERHI!*65536!
160 PRINT “Period in 0.1 nanoseconds ”,PERIOD!
170 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I$:OFFSET=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
180 PRINT “Zero volts = a value of “,OFFSET
190 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$-I$:TRIGLOW!=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)256
200 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I$:TRIGHI!=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MASB$)*256
210 TRIGOFF!=TRIGLOW!+TRIGHI!*65536!
220 PRINT “Trigger occurred at “,TRIGOFF!
230 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I$:AMPLOW!=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
240 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I$:AMPHI!=ASC9LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
250 AMPL!=AMPLOW!+AMPHI!*65536!
260 PRINT “Amplitude (microvlts/code)”,AMPL!
270 GET1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB
280 PRINT “Start on byte”,START
290 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I$:BLKCNT=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
300 PRINT “Number of blocks”,BLKNT
310 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I$:TYPE=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
320 IF TYPE=0 THEN PRINT “Time vs amplitude data”
330 IF TYPE=1 THEN PRINT “Multichannel data”
340 IF TYPE=4 THEN PRINT “Point data”
350 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I4:TDEPEND1=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
360 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I4:TDEPEND2=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
370 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I4:TDEPEND3=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256
380 GET 1:LSB$=I$:GET 1:MSB$=I4:TDEPEND4=ASC(LSB$)+ASC(MSB$)*256




430 FOR R=1 TO 128:GET 1:MSG1$=MSG1$+I$:NEXT R
440 GET 1:COUNT=ASC(I$)
450 GET 1:COUNT=ASC(I$)
460 FOR R=1 TO 33:GET 1:MSG2$=MSG2$+I4:NEXT R
470 PRINT MSG1$,MSG2$
480 GET 1:COUNT=ASC(I$)
485 INPUT “Number of data block to read”; NBLOCK
499 CNT=1:BLOCK=1
500 GET 1:FSIZE=ASC(I$)
510 IF FSIZE=129 THEN BYTES=128 ELSE BYTES=FSIZE




555 IF FSIZE<129 THEN BLOCK=BLOCK+1:CNT=1:IF BLOCK.BLOCK THEN
590
560 GET 1:PSIZE=ASC(I$)
570 IF FSIZE<>PSIZE THEN PRINT “File record length mismatch”:END
580 GOTO 500
590 PRINT “File store in IDATA( BLOCK# , SAMPLE# ):END
600 PRINT “Invalid file type”:END
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165APPENDIX 3
RUNNING THE 1-D BIOT MODELING CODE
A3.1 Running the Biot 1-D Modeling Code
The modeling program is called BIOT 1D, and runs by providing physical properties of
KINP.ASC and FLDINP.ASC. The input parameters are listed in Tables A3.1 and A3.2
for the two files respectively. Once the appropriate parameters have been entered for the
sample to be modeled and the text file saved under the appropriate directory, the program
is run by typing it’s name under the DOS environment or by double clicking the BIOT1D
executable icon under a Windows OS. At this point it is misunderstood why the self exe-
cutable will not run without certain DLL files placed under the c:\WINDOWS directory. If
this is a problem, copy the supplied DLL files on the CD contained with this thesis into
your c:\WINDOWS directory.
166.
Table A3.1 Input parameters in the rock matrix parameter file ROKINP.ASC
Table A3.2 Input parameters in the fluid parameter file FLDINP.ASC
Once the program begins to run, the user will see a prompt in the DOS shell asking for
the type of source function. At this point the user may choose 1) a step function, 2) a ramp
function or 3) a function read in from a file. After this selection the user is required to pro-
vide information about the sample and the transducer location that the user would like to
PHYSICAL PROPERTY VARIABLE NAME
Matrix density (kg/m3) RHOP
Porosity (percent) N0
Matrix bulk modulus (Gpa) KP
Permeability (m2) K
Tortuosity ALFA
Sample diameter (mm) DIAM
PHYSICAL PROPERTY VARIABLE NAME
Fluid density (kg/m3) RHOG
Fluid viscosity (Pa-sec) ETA
Fluid bulk modulus (GPa) KW
Fluid impedance (Pa-sec/m) ZL
167model. The model is set up so that there is fluid above and optionally below the sample,
below which there is a steel layer. The promps for the layout are:
The output time series of pressure values is written to a two-column ASCII file,
OUT1D.ASC, containing time and pressure recorded at the specified transducer location.
The program also outputs two other ASCII text files, echo.dat and FREC.ASC. The
echo.dat file contains a list of all the values used as an input for the model being executed;
it is unknown what the FREQ.ASC file represents.
Note that the LeCroy recording system for all physical data was set up to be triggered
by pressure transducer 1 (P1 above the sample), and pulses recorded at all other transduc-
ers were saved relative to this start time. As a result, modelled data needs to be time
shifted (i.e Normalized) to the fast P-wave arrivals found in the data.
Another point to note for the datasets recorded by Gilene Steensma during the summer
of 1999 at TU/e, is that for each trace, recorded at 1usec sampling interval, the ratio of
datapoints collected to data points used in the FFT routines was two, resulting in a time-
scale that was off by that same factor. If the sampling interval in the BIOT1D code is set to
0.5 usec, and the data are plotted at the data sampling interval of 1usec, one will achieve
the proper time scale between the modelled and physical results.
X = tranducer location, in cm, from the top of the sample; negative values indicate 
the transducer is above the sample, zero is the top of the sample and positive 
values indicate that the transducer is below the top of the sample. 
L1 = length of the sample being the distance from the top to the bottom of the sam-
ple
L2 = distance from the top of the sample to the bottom of the fluid layer that can be 
inserted between the sample and the steel bottom of the shock tube.
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169APPENDIX 4
ENGLISH ANNOTATED FORTRAN 1-D BIOT MODELLING CODE
English Annotated Fortran 1-D Biot Modeling Code
 program main
*********************************************************************
*     This program calculates phase velocities, damping factors,    *
*     and applies Fourier Transform to the problem of the reflection*
*     of a pressure step from a porous medium.                      *
*     Calculated quantities: pressure, compressive stress and       *
*     velocities of fluid and  solid                                *
*                                                                   *
*     This program follows the solution method of Hoelscher         *
*     CONFIGURATION                                                 *
*                                                                   *
*     -------------------------------------------------------       *
*      water  |           rock         |   water     | steel        *
*     -------------------------------------------------------       *
*            x=0                     x = L1        x=L2     *
*                                                                   *
*     On x = 0 : - conservation of mass (INCLUDING GAP)             *
*                - continuity of pressure                           *
*                - stress = 0
*     On x = L1: - idem x = 0
*     On x = L2: - continuity of stress                             *
*                - continuity of the velocity
*     This modified version presents reduced quantities,            *
*      and takes                                                   *
*     into account the heat transfer between pore gas and isothermal*
*     solid by means of a frequency dependent gas compressibility.  *
*     * IN CASE OF WATER AS THE PORE FLUID, THE COMPRESSIBILITY IS  *
*       CONSTANT.                                                   *
*     LET OP ARRAYLENGTE, DATAFILENAMEN EN GEBRUIK DOUBLE PRECISION *
*     IN DE PROCEDURES FFA EN FFS                                   *
*                                                                   *
170*     based on pdak i.p.v. vdak                                     *
*********************************************************************
*     NAAM:BENT.FOR
*********************************************************************
      INTEGER J,JS,IUP, I, M, SIGN, N
      PARAMETER(IUP=4096,N=8192)
*********************************************************************
      REAL HELP
      REAL OM(0:IUP)
      REAL N0,K,KP,KW,RHOG,RHOF,RHOP,RHO12,RHO11,RHO22,RHO,RHO1,RHO2
      REAL CL,ZL,ZGAP,A,DIAM,RHOGLUE,CGLUE,RHOST,CST,RHOGAP,CGAP
      REAL ETA,LAMBDA,B,KAP,ALFA,PB,Ag,dT,LamdT,FACTOR,FACT
*
      COMPLEX Q, P, R, FRIC(0:IUP),KF(0:IUP)
      COMPLEX Q2(0:IUP),Q1(0:IUP),Q0(0:IUP),Y1(0:IUP),Y2(0:IUP)
      COMPLEX K1,K2,IK1,IK2,IKW,IKGLUE,IKGAP,IKST,F,POLTRP
      COMPLEX V1,V2,BETA1,BETA2
*
      COMPLEX D1, D2, VT1, VT2, zeta1, zeta2
*********************************************************************
      COMPLEX            Pin(0:IUP)
      COMPLEX            D1PLUS,D1MIN,D2PLUS,D2MIN
      COMPLEX            E1PLUS,E1MIN,E2PLUS,E2MIN
      COMPLEX            F1PLUS,F2PLUS,F1MIN,F2MIN
      COMPLEX            PDAK1(0:IUP),PDAK2(0:IUP),PDAK3(0:IUP)
      COMPLEX            PDAK4(0:IUP),PG1(0:IUP),PG3(0:IUP)
      COMPLEX            PR(0:IUP), PW1(0:IUP), PW3(0:IUP)
      COMPLEX            PDAK13(0:IUP), PDAK24(0:IUP)
      COMPLEX            SIGMST(0:IUP),PW13(0:IUP)
      INTEGER            DIM,NRHS,LDA,LDAF,LDB,LDX,INFO
      PARAMETER          (DIM = 10,LDA=DIM,LDAF=DIM,NRHS=1,LDB=DIM,
     $                    LDX=DIM)
      INTEGER            IPIV(DIM)
      COMPLEX*16         MATR(DIM,DIM),AF(DIM,DIM),WORK(2*DIM),
     $                   RL(DIM,1)
      COMPLEX*16         RLID(DIM,1)
      double precision   BERR(DIM), FERR(DIM), RWORK(DIM)
      COMPLEX            pOalt(0:IUP), vOalt(0:IUP)
      COMPLEX            pOalt1(0:IUP), pOalt2(0:IUP)
      CHARACTER          TRANS
      PARAMETER          (TRANS=’N’)
      EXTERNAL           F07ARF,F07ASF,ZGERFS
      REAL    T(0:N-1),PRES(0:N-1), TNEG
      REAL    PT1(0:N-1), PT2(0:N-1), Palt(0:N-1), Valt(0:N-1)
      REAL    TS,TR,PI,X,xx,XW,OMC,VREF,LREF, L1, L2
171      PI    = 4.0*ATAN(1.0)
*********************************************************************
*     Openen DATA FILES                                             *
*********************************************************************
      OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE=’ROKPAR.ASC’, STATUS=’OLD’)
      OPEN(UNIT=11,FILE=’FLDPAR.ASC’, STATUS=’OLD’)
      OPEN(UNIT=12,FILE=’FREC.ASC’, STATUS= ‘UNKNOWN’)
      OPEN(UNIT=13,FILE=’SIGNAL.ASC’,STATUS=’OLD’)
      OPEN(UNIT=61,FILE=’echo.dat’,STATUS=’unknown’)
      OPEN(UNIT=16,FILE=’OUT1D.asc’,STATUS=’unknown’)
*********************************************************************
*     kop FREC.asc                                                 *
*********************************************************************
      write(12,*) ‘om(J) ‘
*********************************************************************
*     Declaratie variabelen                                         *
*                                                                   *
*********************************************************************
      READ(11,*) RHOP                   !  Matrix density (kg/m^3)
      READ(11,*) N0                     !  Porosity
      READ(11,*) KP                     !  Bulk modulus of matrix (Pa)
      READ(11,*) K                      !  Permeability (m^2)
      READ(11,*) ALFA                   !  Tortuosity
      READ(11,*) DIAM                   !  Sample diameter (mm)
      READ(10,*) RHOG                   !  Fluid density (kg/m^3)
      READ(10,*) ETA                    !  Fluid viscosity (Pa-sec)
      READ(10,*) KW                     !  Fluid bulk modulus (Pa)
      READ(10,*) ZL                     !  Fluid impedance (Pa-sec/m)
*      RHOG  = 1000                     !  Fluid density (kg/m^3)
*      ETA   = 1.0E-3                   !  Fluid viscosity (Pa-sec/m)
      Ag    = 1.87E-5                   !
*      KW    = 2.2E9                    !  Fluid bulk modulus (Pa)
      PB    = 1.0E5                     !
      RHOF  = RHOG                      !  Fluid density (kg/m^3)
*      ZL    = 1.486E6                  !  Fluid impedance (Pa-sec/m)
      CL    = ZL/RHOG                   !  Fluid velocity (m/sec)
      FACTOR = 2.2                      !  Factor?
      write(6,*) ‘FACTOR = ‘ , FACTOR
      write(6,*) ‘diam = ‘, DIAM , ‘mm’
      A = (DIAM/77.0)**2                !  Fractional gap area
      RHOST = 7.9E3                     !  Density of steel (kg/m^3)
      CST = 5790                        !  Velocity in steel (m/sec)
      RHOGLUE = 1E3                     !  Density of epoxy (kg/m^3)
      CGLUE = SQRT(2.08E9/(RHOGLUE))    !  Velocity in epoxy (m/sec)
172*      WRITE(6,*) ‘GAP IS GEVULD MET STAAL’
*      RHOGAP = RHOST
*      CGAP = CST
*      ZGAP = RHOGAP*CGAP
      CGAP = CL                         !  Velocity in the gap (m/sec)
      ZGAP = ZL                         !  Impedance in the gap
*****************************************************
      LAMBDA=    SQRT(8.0*K*ALFA/N0)
      RHO1  =    (1.0-N0)*RHOP
      RHO2  =    N0*RHOF
      RHO12 =    (1.0-ALFA)*RHO2
      RHO11 =    RHO1-RHO12
      RHO22 =    RHO2-RHO12
      RHO   =    RHO1+RHO2
      B     =    ETA*N0**2/K
      OMC   =    ETA*N0/(K*ALFA*RHOF)   !  Biot characteristic freq.
      TS = 0.5*1e-6                     !  Time sampling interval
      WRITE(6,*) ‘TS (MICRSEC) = ‘, TS*1E6
      WRITE(6,*) ‘WELK SOORT SIGNAAL ?’
      WRITE(6,*) ‘SIGN = ? (1 = STAP, 2 = STAP MET STIJGTIJD)’
      WRITE(6,*) ‘         (3 = INGELEZEN SIGNAAL)           ‘
      READ(5,*)  SIGN
      VREF  =    SQRT((N0*KP+ KW)/N0/RHO)       !  Reference velocity
      LREF  =    VREF/OMC                       !  Reference length
      WRITE(*,*) ‘referentie-lengte in m : ‘,LREF
      WRITE(6,*)
     $’-------------------------------------------------------’
      WRITE(6,*)
     $’ water  |       rock (POLEN)   |   water     |  STEEL  ‘
      WRITE(6,*)
     $’-------------------------------------------------------’
      WRITE(6,*)
     $’       x=0                   x = L1        x=L2        ‘
      WRITE(6,*)’The  x-value in cm is?’
      READ (5,*) xx
      xx    =    xx*1e-2
      WRITE(6,*)’ L1  in cm is?’
      READ (5,*) L1
      L1 = L1*1E-2
      WRITE(6,*)’ L2  in cm is?’
      READ (5,*) L2
      L2 = L2*1E-2
      XW = L1
173write(61,*) ‘n0    = ‘,n0
write(61,*) ‘alfa  = ‘,alfa
write(61,*) ‘Xred  = ‘,xx/LREF
write(61,*) ‘XWred = ‘,XW/LREF
write(61,*) ‘N     = ‘,N
write(61,*) ‘k     = ‘,K
write(61,*) ‘CL    = ‘,CL
write(61,*) ‘KP    = ‘,KP
write(61,*) ‘RHOP  = ‘,RHOP
write(61,*) ‘RHOF  = ‘,RHOF
write(61,*) ‘OMC   = ‘,OMC
write(61,*) ‘LREF  = ‘,LREF
write(61,*) ‘VREF  = ‘,VREF
write(61,*) ‘tau   = ‘,1/OMC
write(61,*) ‘ts    = ‘,TS*OMC
*********************************************************************
*     fft transfomatie van de aangeboden drukstap
*********************************************************************
*     Create or read in appropriate step function
*********************************************************************
      IF (SIGN.EQ.1) THEN
 GOTO 40
      ELSE
 IF (SIGN.EQ.2) THEN
    GOTO 50
 ELSE
    IF (SIGN.EQ.3) THEN
       GOTO 60
    ELSE
       GOTO 40
    ENDIF
 ENDIF
      ENDIF
40    write(6,*) ‘geen stijgtijd’
      DO 41 J= 1,N/2-1
 PRES(J)=1.0
 PRES(N-J)=-1.0
41    CONTINUE
      PRES(0)=0.0
      PRES(N/2)=0.0
      DO 43 J=0,N-1
T(J)   = J*TS
PRES(J)= (PRES(J)+1.0)*0.5
PRES(J)= PRES(J)*FACTOR
43    CONTINUE
      GOTO 70
17450    write(6,*) ‘stap met stijgtijd’
      WRITE(6,*) ‘T RISE IN mS ?’
      READ (5,*) TR
      TR = TR*1E-3
      JS = INT(TR/TS)
      WRITE(6,*) ‘JS = ‘, JS
      IF (JS.LT.1) WRITE(6,*) ‘TR TE KLEIN GEKOZEN TR<TS’
      IF (JS.GT.N/2) WRITE(6,*) ‘TR TE GROOT GEKOZEN’
      DO 51 J = 1,JS
 PRES(J) = (REAL(J)*FACTOR)/REAL(JS)
51    CONTINUE
      DO 52 J = (JS+1),(N/2-1)
 PRES(J) = FACTOR
52    CONTINUE
      DO 53 J = (N/2),(N/2+JS-1)
 PRES(J) = -((J-N/2-JS)*FACTOR)/REAL(JS)
53    CONTINUE
      DO 54 J = (N/2+JS),N-1
 PRES(J) = 0
54    CONTINUE
      DO 55 J = 0,N-1
 T(J) = J*TS
55    CONTINUE
      PRES(0) = 0
      GOTO 70
60    WRITE(6,*) ‘ingelezen stuk signaal’
*      aantal punten samen
      JS = INT(TS/(2E-6))
      M = INT(34/JS)
      WRITE(6,*) ‘TOTAAL AANTAL PUNTEN IN BEGIN STAP = ‘, M
      T(0) = 0
      PRES(0) = 0
      DO 62 J = 1,M
 T(J) = J*TS
 PRES(J) = 0
 DO 61 I = 1,JS
    READ(13,*) HELP
    PRES(J) = PRES(J) + HELP
61       CONTINUE
 PRES(J) = PRES(J)/JS
 PRES(J) = (PRES(J)/2.56735)*FACTOR
62    CONTINUE
      DO 63 J = (M+1),(N/2)
 T(J) = J*TS
 PRES(J) = FACTOR
63    CONTINUE
      DO 64 J = (N/2+1),(N/2+M )
175 T(J) = J*TS
 PRES(J) = FACTOR - PRES(J - N/2)
64    CONTINUE
      DO 65 J = (N/2 + M), N-1
 T(J) = J*TS
 PRES(J) = 0
65    CONTINUE
      GOTO 70
*********************************************************************
*
*  Take the Fourier Transform of the source function, since all
*  calculations will be performed in the frequency domain
*
*********************************************************************
70    WRITE(*,*)
      WRITE(*,*)’FFT START’
      CALL FFA(N,PRES,Pin)
      WRITE(*,*)’FFT COMPLETED’
      write(*,*)’OK low’
*********************************************************************
*********************************************************************
      DO 100 J=1,IUP
      OM(J)   =  2.0*J*PI/N/TS
      WRITE(12,*) OM(J)
      KAP     =  LAMBDA*SQRT(OM(J)*RHOF/ETA)
      dT      =  SQRT(2.0*Ag/OM(J))
      LamdT   =  LAMBDA/dT
      CALL DARCY(KAP,F)
      CALL THDAMP(LamdT,POLTRP)
      FRIC(J) =  (0.0,1.0)*B*F/OM(J)
      KF(J)   =  KW
      Q    =  (1.0-N0)*KF(J)
      R    =  N0*KF(J)
      P    =  KP + KF(J)*(1.0-N0)**2/N0
      Q2(J)   =  P*R-Q**2
      Q1(J)   =  -(P*RHO22 + R*RHO11 - 2.0*Q*RHO12) +
     v           FRIC(J)*(P+R+2.0*Q)
      Q0(J)   =  RHO11*RHO22-RHO12**2 - RHO*FRIC(J)
100   CONTINUE
*******************************************************************
*  Calculate the roots of quadratic eqn from which velocities are
*  computed
*
      write(6,*) ‘root2(1,Q2,Q1,Q0,Y1,Y2)’
      CALL ROOT2(1,Q2,Q1,Q0,Y1,Y2)
*******************************************
      DO 200 J=0,IUP
176      IF (J.GT.0) THEN                  !  In the medium
         V1       = 1.0/CSQRT(Y1(J))    !  Fast p-wave vel.
*         write(6,*) ‘c1 = ‘, real(v1)
         V2       = 1.0/CSQRT(Y2(J))    !  Slow p-wave vel.
*         write(6,*) ‘c2 = ‘ , real(v2)
 Q        = (1.0-N0)*KF(J)
 R        = N0*KF(J)
 VT1      = V1*N0*ZL/KF(J)
 VT2      = V2*N0*ZL/KF(J)
         K1       = OM(J)/V1            !  Wavenumber
*         WRITE(6,*) ‘REAL(K1) = ‘, REAL(K1)
*         WRITE(6,*) ‘IM(K1) = ‘, AIMAG(K1)
         K2       = OM(J)/V2            !  Wavenumber
*          WRITE(6,*) ‘REAL(K2) = ‘, REAL(K2)
*          WRITE(6,*) ‘IM(K2) = ‘, AIMAG(K2)
 IK1      = (0.0,1.0)*K1
 IK2      = (0.0,1.0)*K2
 IKW      = (0.0,1.0)*OM(J)/CL
 IKGLUE   = (0.0,1.0)*OM(J)/CGLUE
 IKST     = (0.0,1.0)*OM(J)/CST
 IKGAP    = (0.0,1.0)*OM(J)/CGAP
 BETA1    = (Q*Y1(J)-RHO12-FRIC(J))/(-R*Y1(J)+RHO22-FRIC(J))
 BETA2    = (Q*Y2(J)-RHO12-FRIC(J))/(-R*Y2(J)+RHO22-FRIC(J))
 D1       = OM(J)/K1/KP
 D2       = OM(J)/K2/KP
 zeta1    = N0*KP/KF(J)/(1.0-N0+BETA1*N0)
 zeta2    = N0*KP/KF(J)/(1.0-N0+BETA2*N0)
*         WRITE(6,*) ‘COEFF D,E,F WORDEN BEREKEND’
 D1PLUS   = ZETA1*V1/KP
 D2PLUS   = ZETA2*V2/KP
 D1MIN    = -D1PLUS
 D2MIN    = -D2PLUS
 E1PLUS   = ZETA1
 E2PLUS   = ZETA2
 E1MIN    = ZETA1
 E2MIN    = ZETA2
 F1PLUS   = BETA1*ZETA1*V1/KP
 F2PLUS   = BETA2*ZETA2*V2/KP
 F1MIN    = -F1PLUS
 F2MIN    = -F2PLUS
*        WRITE(6,*) ‘MATRIX ELEMENTEN WORDEN BEREKEND’
 MATR(1,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(1,2)   = E1PLUS
 MATR(1,3)   = E2PLUS
 MATR(1,4)   = E1MIN
 MATR(1,5)   = E2MIN
 MATR(1,6)   = (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(1,7)   = (0.0,0.0)
177 MATR(1,8)   = (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(1,9)   = (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(1,10)  = (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,1)   = -1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,2)   =  1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,3)   =  1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,4)   =  1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,5)   =  1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,6)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,7)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,8)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,9)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,10)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,1)   =  -1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,2)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,3)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,4)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,5)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,6)   =  (1.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,7)   =  (1.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,8)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,9)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,10)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(4,1)   =  (1.0,0.0)
 MATR(4,2)   =  ZL*A*( (1-N0)*D1PLUS + N0*F1PLUS)
 MATR(4,3)   =  ZL*A*( (1-N0)*D2PLUS + N0*F2PLUS)
 MATR(4,4)   =  ZL*A*( (1-N0)*D1MIN  + N0*F1MIN)
 MATR(4,5)   =  ZL*A*( (1-N0)*D2MIN  + N0*F2MIN)
 MATR(4,6)   =  (1-A)*(1.0,0.0)*ZL/ZGAP
 MATR(4,7)   =  -(1-A)*(1.0,0.0)*ZL/ZGAP
 MATR(4,8)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(4,9)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(4,10)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,1)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,2)   =  E1PLUS*CEXP(-IK1*L1)
 MATR(5,3)   =  E2PLUS*CEXP(-IK2*L1)
 MATR(5,4)   =  E1MIN*CEXP(IK1*L1)
 MATR(5,5)   =  E2MIN*CEXP(IK2*L1)
 MATR(5,6)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,7)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,8)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,9)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,10)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(6,1)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(6,2)   =  CEXP(-IK1*L1)
 MATR(6,3)   =  CEXP(-IK2*L1)
 MATR(6,4)   =  CEXP(IK1*L1)
 MATR(6,5)   =  CEXP(IK2*L1)
178 MATR(6,6)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(6,7)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(6,8)   =  -CEXP(-IKW*L1)
 MATR(6,9)   =  -CEXP(IKW*L1)
 MATR(6,10)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(7,1)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(7,2)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(7,3)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(7,4)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(7,5)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(7,6)   =  CEXP(-IKGAP*L1)
 MATR(7,7)   =  CEXP(IKGAP*L1)
 MATR(7,8)   =  -CEXP(-IKW*L1)
 MATR(7,9)   =  -CEXP(IKW*L1)
 MATR(7,10)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(8,1)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(8,2)   =  ZL*A*( (1-N0)*D1PLUS*CEXP(-IK1*L1)
     $                  + N0*F1PLUS*CEXP(-IK1*L1))
 MATR(8,3)   =  ZL*A*( (1-N0)*D2PLUS*CEXP(-IK2*L1)
     $                  + N0*F2PLUS*CEXP(-IK2*L1))
 MATR(8,4)   =  ZL*A*( (1-N0)*D1MIN*CEXP(IK1*L1)
     $                  + N0*F1MIN*CEXP(IK1*L1))
 MATR(8,5)   =  ZL*A*( (1-N0)*D2MIN*CEXP(IK2*L1)
     $                  + N0*F2MIN*CEXP(IK2*L1))
 MATR(8,6)   =  (1-A)*CEXP(-IKGAP*L1)*ZL/ZGAP
 MATR(8,7)   =  -(1-A)*CEXP(IKGAP*L1)*ZL/ZGAP
 MATR(8,8)   =  -CEXP(-IKW*L1)
 MATR(8,9)   =  CEXP(IKW*L1)
 MATR(8,10)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(9,1)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(9,2)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(9,3)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(9,4)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(9,5)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(9,6)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(9,7)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(9,8)   =  CEXP(-IKW*L2)/ZL
 MATR(9,9)   =  -CEXP(IKW*L2)/ZL
 MATR(9,10)  =  -CEXP(-IKST*L2)/(RHOST*CST)
 MATR(10,1)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(10,2)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(10,3)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(10,4)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(10,5)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(10,6)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(10,7)  =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(10,8)  =  CEXP(-IKW*L2)
 MATR(10,9)  =  CEXP(IKW*L2)
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 RLID(1,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 RLID(2,1)   = Pin(J)
 RLID(3,1)   = Pin(J)
 RLID(4,1)   = Pin(J)
 RLID(5,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 RLID(6,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 RLID(7,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 RLID(8,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 RLID(9,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 RLID(10,1)  = (0.0,0.0)
*        copy matr to af and rlid to x
 CALL F06TFF(‘General’,DIM,DIM,MATR,LDA,AF,LDAF)
 CALL F06TFF(‘General’,DIM,1,RLID,LDB,RL,LDX)
*        FACTORISATIE VAN DE MATR in ARRAY AF
 CALL F07ARF(DIM,DIM,AF,LDAF,IPIV,INFO)
*        WRITE(6,*) ‘OPLOSSEN VAN HET STELSEL VERGELIJKINGEN’
*        WRITE(6,*) ‘info = ‘, info
 IF (INFO.EQ.0) THEN
*           Compute solution in the array RL
    CALL F07ASF(TRANS,DIM,NRHS,AF,LDAF,IPIV,RL,LDX,INFO)
    IF (INFO.EQ.0) THEN
*               WRITE(6,*) ‘GEEN FOUTMELDING BIJ OPLOSSEN STELSEL’
    ELSE
WRITE(6,*) ‘fout !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!’
    ENDIF
*            write(6,*) ‘no improve of solution’
*            CALL ZGERFS(TRANS,DIM,1,MATR,LDA,AF,LDAF,IPIV,RLID,LDB,
*     $                  RL,LDX,FERR,BERR,WORK,RWORK,INFO)
 ELSE
     WRITE (6,*) OM(J),’THE FACTOR U IS SINGULAR’
 ENDIF
 PR(J)        = RL(1,1)
 PDAK1(J)     = RL(2,1)
 PDAK2(J)     = RL(3,1)
 PDAK3(J)     = RL(4,1)
 PDAK4(J)     = RL(5,1)
 PG1(J)       = RL(6,1)
 PG3(J)       = RL(7,1)
 PW1(J)       = RL(8,1)
 PW3(J)       = RL(9,1)
 SIGMST(J)    = RL(10,1)
      ELSE                              !  At the boundary
 write(6,*) ‘om(J) = 0 ‘
 OM(0)    = 0.0
180 KF(0)    = KW
 IK1      = (0.0,0.0)
 IK2      = (0.0,0.0)
 IKW      = (0.0,0.0)
 IKGLUE   = (0.0,0.0)
 IKST     = (0.0,0.0)
 V1       = VREF
 V2       = 0.0
 BETA1    = 1.0
 BETA2    = -(KF(0)*(1.0-N0)+N0*KP)/N0/KF(0)
 VT1      = V1*N0*ZL/KF(0)
 VT2      = V2*N0*ZL/KF(0)
 D1       = V1/KP
 D2       = V2/KP
 zeta1    = N0*KP/KF(0)/(1.0-N0+BETA1*N0)
 zeta2    = N0*KP/KF(0)/(1.0-N0+BETA2*N0)
*        WRITE(6,*) ‘COEFF D,E,F WORDEN BEREKEND’
 D1PLUS   = ZETA1*V1/KP
 D2PLUS   = ZETA2*V2/KP
 D1MIN    = -D1PLUS
 D2MIN    = -D2PLUS
 E1PLUS   = ZETA1
 E2PLUS   = ZETA2
 E1MIN    = ZETA1
 E2MIN    = ZETA2
 F1PLUS   = BETA1*ZETA1*V1/KP
 F2PLUS   = BETA2*ZETA2*V2/KP
 F1MIN    = -F1PLUS
 F2MIN    = -F2PLUS
*        WRITE(6,*) ‘MATRIX ELEMENTEN WORDEN BEREKEND’
 MATR(1,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(1,2)   = E1PLUS
 MATR(1,3)   = E2PLUS
 MATR(1,4)   = (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(1,5)   = (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(1,6)   = (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,1)   = -1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,2)   =  1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,3)   =  1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,4)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,5)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(2,6)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,1)   =  -1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,2)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,3)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,4)   =  1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,5)   =  1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(3,6)   =  (0.0,0.0)
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 MATR(4,2)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(4,3)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(4,4)   =  (1.0,0.0)
 MATR(4,5)   =  -1*(1.0,0.0)
 MATR(4,6)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,1)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,2)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,3)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(5,4)   =  (1.0,0.0)/ZL
 MATR(5,5)   =  -(1.0,0.0)/ZL
 MATR(5,6)   =  -1*(1.0,0.0)/(RHOST*CST)
 MATR(6,1)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(6,2)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(6,3)   =  (0.0,0.0)
 MATR(6,4)   =  (1.0,0.0)
 MATR(6,5)   =  (1.0,0.0)
 MATR(6,6)   =  -(1.0,0.0)
 RLID(1,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 RLID(2,1)   = Pin(J)
 RLID(3,1)   = Pin(J)
 RLID(4,1)   = Pin(J)
 RLID(5,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
 RLID(6,1)   = (0.0,0.0)
*        copy matr to af and rlid to RL
 CALL F06TFF(‘General’,DIM-4,DIM-4,MATR,LDA,AF,LDAF)
 CALL F06TFF(‘General’,DIM-4,1,RLID,LDB,RL,LDX)
*        FACTORISATIE VAN DE MATR in ARRAY AF
 CALL F07ARF(DIM-4,DIM-4,AF,LDAF,IPIV,INFO)
*        WRITE(6,*) ‘OPLOSSEN VAN HET STELSEL VERGELIJKINGEN’
*        WRITE(6,*) ‘info = ‘, info
 IF (INFO.EQ.0) THEN
*           Compute solution in the array RL
    CALL F07ASF(TRANS,DIM-4,NRHS,AF,LDAF,IPIV,RL,LDX,INFO)
    IF (INFO.EQ.0) THEN
*              WRITE(6,*) ‘GEEN FOUTMELDING BIJ OPLOSSEN STELSEL’
    ELSE
WRITE(6,*) ‘fout !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!’
    ENDIF
*            write(6,*) ‘no improve of solution’
*            CALL ZGERFS(TRANS,DIM-4,1,MATR,LDA,AF,LDAF,IPIV,RLID,
*     $                  LDB,RL,LDX,FERR,BERR,WORK,RWORK,INFO)
 ELSE
    WRITE (6,*) OM(J),’THE FACTOR U IS SINGULAR’
 ENDIF
182 PR(J)        = RL(1,1)
 PDAK13(J)    = RL(2,1)
 PDAK24(J)    = RL(3,1)
 PW1(J)       = RL(4,1)
 PW3(J)       = RL(5,1)
 SIGMST(J)    = RL(6,1)
      END IF
*******************************************************************
*
*  Now that the matrices of boundary conditions have been solved
*  calculate the output pressure signal that would be recorded at
*  the specified transducer location, for the given sample geometry
*
*******************************************************************
      X = xx
      IF (X.LE.0.0) THEN
 pOalt(J) = Pin(J)*CEXP(-IKW*X) + Pr(J)*CEXP(IKW*X)
      ELSE
  IF (X.LE.L1) THEN
     IF (J.GT.0) THEN
     pOalt(J) = PDAK1(J)*CEXP(-IK1*X) + PDAK2(J)*CEXP(-IK2*X)
     $                + PDAK3(J)*CEXP(IK1*X)  + PDAK4(J)*CEXP(IK2*X)
     pOalt1(J) = PDAK1(J)*CEXP(-IK1*X)
     $                + PDAK3(J)*CEXP(IK1*X)
     pOalt2(J) =  PDAK2(J)*CEXP(-IK2*X)
     $                  + PDAK4(J)*CEXP(IK2*X)
     ELSE
     pOalt(J) = PDAK13(J) + PDAK24(J)
     pOalt1(J) = PDAK13(J)
     pOalt2(J) = PDAK24(J)
     ENDIF
  ELSE
      IF (X.LE.L2) THEN
 IF (J.GT.0) THEN
  pOalt(J) = PW1(J)*CEXP(-IKW*X) + PW3(J)*CEXP(IKW*X)
 ELSE
  pOalt(J) = PW1(J) + PW3(J)
 ENDIF
      ELSE
 pOalt(J) = SIGMST(J)*CEXP(-IKST*X)
      END IF
183  END IF
      END IF
200   CONTINUE
      write(*,*)’X = ‘,X
*******************************************************************
*
*  Convert back to the time domain by taking the inverse
*  Fourier Transform
*
*******************************************************************
      WRITE(*,*)’REVERSE FFT START....’
      CALL FFS(N,pOalt, Palt)
      IF ((X.GT.0.0) .and. (X.LE.L1)) THEN
 CALL FFS(N,pOalt1,PT1)
 CALL FFS(N,pOalt2,PT2)
      ENDIF
      WRITE(*,*)’REVERSE FFT COMPLETED....’
******************************************************************
*
*  And write the pressure time series to the output file.
*
******************************************************************
      WRITE(16,303) ‘T(ms)’,’Pressure (bar)’
303   FORMAT(1X, 2(A12,3X))
      DO 400 J=0, (N-1)/2
      IF (SIGN.EQ.3) THEN
 T(J) = T(J) - (2.8E-5)
      ENDIF
400   CONTINUE
      TNEG = T(0) - 100*TS
      DO 420 I = 1, 100
      TNEG = TNEG + TS
      WRITE(16,305) TNEG*1E3,
     $         Palt((N-1)/2 -100 ) - (Palt( ((N-1)/2 - 100) + I))
420   CONTINUE
      DO 450 J= 0, (N-1)/2
      IF (mod(J, ((N-1)/2)/4000) .eq.0 ) THEN
      WRITE(16,305) T(J)*1e3, Palt(J)
      ENDIF
450   CONTINUE
305   FORMAT(1X,2(E12.4,3X))
      END
**********************************************************************
**********************************************************************
184**************     SUBROUTINES     ***********************************
**********************************************************************
**********************************************************************
      SUBROUTINE ROOT2(LOW,A2,A1,A0,X1,X2)
      INTEGER LOW,HIGH,J
      PARAMETER(HIGH=4096)
      COMPLEX A2(0:HIGH),A1(0:HIGH),A0(0:HIGH)
      COMPLEX X1(0:HIGH),X2(0:HIGH), P(0:HIGH),D(0:HIGH)
      COMPLEX Q
*********************************************************************
      REAL DABS(0:HIGH),DFI(0:HIGH)
      REAL RE,IM,PI
*********************************************************************
*     We willen 4 parameters meegeven.(zie comment bij “Gauss”).
*     Arraygrensindices (bv.LOW en HIGH) kunnen niet als parameter in
*     de procedureheading meegenomen worden omdat niet alle procedure-
*     arrays in de heading staan (FORTRAN eis).
*     De grensindices hebben in deze procedure dan ook “fixed values”,
*     dus ook de bovenwaarde voor J.(= bovengrensarrayindex)
*     Resteert de beginwaarde voor J : LOW
**********************************************************************
*  We want to transfer 4 parameters (see comment with “Gauss” ??).
*  The limiting array indices (high and low)  can not be carried along
*  in the procedure headings because not all procedure arrays are in the
*  headers  (this is a FORTRAN requirement).
*  The limiting indices have fixed values in this procedure and also the
*  upper values of J (upper array index).  Remains the starting value
*  for J :  LOW
***********************************************************************
      PI    = 4.0*ATAN(1.0)
      DO 100 J = LOW,HIGH
P(J) = -0.5*A1(J)/A2(J)
Q    = A0(J)/A2(J)
D(J) = P(J)**2 - Q
100   CONTINUE
***********************************************************************
      CALL GAUSS(LOW,HIGH,D,DABS,DFI)
***********************************************************************
*     In de procedure Gauss kunnen we parameters meegeven voor resp.
*     begin- en eindwaarde voor J en de grensindices. De bovengrens-
*     index = eindwaarde voor J en benedengrensindex is altijd 0.
*     Resteren dus 2 parameters.
***********************************************************************
*   In the Gauss procedure parameter values can be passed for
*   begin and end-values for index J.  The upper index value is the
*   end value of J and the lower index is always 0.  Two parameters
*   remain.
***********************************************************************
185      DO 200 J = LOW,HIGH
      RE      = SQRT(DABS(J))*COS(DFI(J)*PI/360.0)
      IM      = SQRT(DABS(J))*SIN(DFI(J)*PI/360.0)
      D(J)    = CMPLX(RE,IM)
      X1(J)   = P(J) - D(J)
      X2(J)   = P(J) + D(J)
200   CONTINUE
      END
*
      SUBROUTINE FFA(N,F,C)
      EXTERNAL C06ECF
      INTEGER N,IFAIL,I,UP
      PARAMETER(UP= 8192)
      REAL F(0:UP-1), SN
      DOUBLE PRECISION X(0:UP-1), Y(0:UP-1)
      COMPLEX C(0:N/2)
      SN=SQRT(FLOAT(N))
      DO 10 I=0,N-1
X(I)=F(I)/SN
Y(I)=0.0
10    CONTINUE
      IFAIL=0
      CALL C06ECF(X,Y,N,IFAIL)
      DO 20 I=0,N/2
C(I)=CMPLX(X(I),Y(I))
20    CONTINUE
      END
*
      SUBROUTINE FFS(N,C,G)
      EXTERNAL C06ECF
      INTEGER N,IFAIL,I,UP
      PARAMETER(UP= 8192)
      REAL G(0:UP-1), SN
      DOUBLE PRECISION X(0:UP-1),Y(0:UP-1)
      COMPLEX C(0:N/2)
      SN=SQRT(FLOAT(N))





10    CONTINUE
      X(0)=REAL(C(0))
      Y(0)=AIMAG(C(0))
      Y(N/2)=0.0
      DO 20 I=0,N-1
X(I)=SN*X(I)
Y(I)=-1.0*Y(I)*SN
18620    CONTINUE
      IFAIL=0
      CALL C06ECF(X,Y,N,IFAIL)
      DO 30 I=0,N-1
G(I)=X(I)
30    CONTINUE
      END
*
      SUBROUTINE THDAMP(IN,NCmplx)
      REAL       GAM,IN
      COMPLEX    X,COTANH,HELP,NCmplx
*
      GAM     = 1.4
      X       = CMPLX(IN,IN)
      COTANH  = (CEXP(X)+CEXP(-X))/(CEXP(X)-CEXP(-X))
      HELP    = COTANH/X - 1.0/X**2
      NCmplx  = (1.0 + 3.0*(GAM-1.0)*HELP)/GAM
      NCmplx  = 1.0/NCmplx
      END
*
      SUBROUTINE DARCY(IN,OUT)
      REAL IN,MU,MU2,MU3,MU4,MU6,W2,BER,BEI,BER1,BEI1
      REAL F0,F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9,F10,F11,F12
      REAL Z,EFABS,EFARG,FJR,FJIM
      COMPLEX OUT,EF,FTEL,FNOEM,F
*
      MU =IN
      MU2=MU**2
      MU3=MU*MU2
      MU4=MU2**2
      MU6=MU3**2
      W2 =SQRT(2.)
*
      IF (MU.LT..8) THEN
FjR = (1152.    + 39.*MU4)/(1152.  + 38. *MU4)
FjIm= (960.*MU2 + 31.*MU6)/(23040. + 760.*MU4)
OUT =CMPLX(FjR,FjIm)
      ELSE
IF (MU.GT.10.0) THEN
  EfAbs = 1. - W2/MU + 1./MU2
  EfArg = W2/MU + 1./MU2 + 19./24./W2/MU3
  Ef    = EfAbs*CEXP((0.,1.)*EfArg)
  OUT   = 1./8.*(0.,1.)*MU2*(1./Ef - 1.)
ELSE
  z = MU/2.
  f0= z**2/2.
  f1= f0*f0/3.
187  f2= f0*f1/6.
  f3= f0*f2/10.
  f4= f0*f3/15.
  f5= f0*f4/21.
  f6= f0*f5/28.
  f7= f0*f6/36.
  f8= f0*f7/45.
  f9= f0*f8/55.
  f10=f0*f9/66.
  f11=f0*f10/78.
  ber1= -1.0-f0+f1+f2-f3-f4+f5+f6-f7-f8+f9+f10-f11
  bei1=  1.0-f0-f1+f2+f3-f4-f5+f6+f7-f8-f9+f10+f11
  f0= z**2
  f1= f0*f0/4.
  f2= f0*f1/9.
  f3= f0*f2/16.
  f4= f0*f3/25.
  f5= f0*f4/36.
  f6= f0*f5/49.
  f7= f0*f6/64.
  f8= f0*f7/81.




  ber= 1.0-f1+f3-f5+f7-f9+f11
  bei=  f0-f2+f4-f6+f8-f10+f12
  Ftel= CMPLX(ber1,bei1)
  Fnoem=CMPLX(ber,bei)
  F    =-(1.,1.)*Ftel/Fnoem/2.
  OUT=  1./8.*(0.,1.)*MU2*F/(1.-F)
ENDIF
      ENDIF
      END
*
      SUBROUTINE GAUSS(low,high,comp,abs,fase)
      INTEGER low,high
      COMPLEX comp(0:high)
      REAL re,im,PI
      REAL fase(0:high),abs(0:high)
      INTEGER prev,act,jump,J
      PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0)
*
      jump = 0
      prev = -1
***** startdummy***************************************
      DO 50 J=low,high
      re     = REAL(comp(J))
188      im     = AIMAG(comp(J))
      abs(J) = SQRT(re**2 + im**2)
      IF (re) 20,30,10
*
10    fase(J) = 180.0/PI*ATAN2(im,re)
      IF (im.GE.0.0) THEN
    act = 1
      ELSE
    act = 4
      ENDIF
      GOTO 40
*
20    fase(J) = 180.0/PI*ATAN2(im,re)
      IF (im.LE.0.0) THEN
    act = 3
      ELSE
    act = 2
      ENDIF
      GOTO 40
*
30    IF (im.EQ.0.0) THEN
    act = 0
    fase(J)= 0.0
      ELSEIF (im.LT.0.0) THEN
    act = 4
    fase(J)= -90.0
      ELSE
    act = 2
    fase(J)= 90.0
      ENDIF
*
40    IF (act.EQ.2.AND.prev.EQ.3) THEN
 jump = jump + 1
      ENDIF
      IF (act.EQ.3.AND.prev.EQ.2) THEN
 jump = jump - 1
      ENDIF
      fase(J) = fase(J) - 360.0*jump
      prev = act
50    CONTINUE
      END
*
      subroutine amatmat(a,b,c)
      complex a(2,2),b(2,2),c(2,2)
      c(1,1) = a(1,1)*b(1,1) + a(1,2)*b(2,1)
      c(1,2) = a(1,1)*b(1,2) + a(1,2)*b(2,2)
      c(2,1) = a(2,1)*b(1,1) + a(2,2)*b(2,1)
      c(2,2) = a(2,1)*b(1,2) + a(2,2)*b(2,2)
189      end
*
      subroutine amatvec(amat,vec,result)
      complex amat(2,2),vec(2),result(2)
      result(1)=amat(1,1)*vec(1)+amat(1,2)*vec(2)
      result(2)=amat(2,1)*vec(1)+amat(2,2)*vec(2)
      end
*
      subroutine cramer(matrix,inverse)
      complex matrix(2,2),inverse(2,2)
      complex det
      det          =  matrix(1,1)*matrix(2,2)-matrix(1,2)*matrix(2,1)
      inverse(1,1) =  matrix(2,2)/det
      inverse(1,2) = -matrix(1,2)/det
      inverse(2,1) = -matrix(2,1)/det
      inverse(2,2) =  matrix(1,1)/det
      end
*
      subroutine vecwave(tx,t2xw,r,p0,result,number)
      integer i,number
      complex tx(2,2), t2xw(2,2), r(2,2), p0(2), result(2)
      complex st0(2), st1(2), st2(2)
      result(1)=p0(1)
      result(2)=p0(2)
      st0(1)=p0(1)
      st0(2)=p0(2)







110   continue
      call amatvec(tx,result,result)
      end
      subroutine vector(tx,t2xw,r,p0,result)
      complex tx(2,2),t2xw(2,2),r(2,2),m0(2,2),m1(2,2)
      complex p0(2),result(2),s0(2)
      call amatmat(r,t2xw,m0)
      m0(1,1) = 1.0-m0(1,1)
      m0(1,2) = -m0(1,2)
      m0(2,1) = -m0(2,1)
      m0(2,2) = 1.0-m0(2,2)
      call cramer(m0,m1)
      call amatvec(m1,p0,s0)
190      call amatvec(tx,s0,result)
      end
